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SUMMARY 
The structural response to aerodynamic buffet during mod­
erate to high-g maneuvers at subsonic and transonic speeds was 
investigated. The measurements which consisted of shear, bending 
moment and torque at four wing span stations, vertical accelerations 
at the wing tips, center of gravity and pilot's seat had been 
previously obtained during the Loads Demonstration flight program 
on a variable sweep fighter-bomber aircraft. 
Existing flight data for one wing sweep were extracted 
from magnetic tape records and subjected to statistical analyses 
to determine the power spectra and root-mean-square values of re­
sponse for each of the measurements at several angles of attack 
for each of seven maneuvers. The frequency content of the various 
responses was correlated with results of ground vibration tests to 
identify the response modes. The rms values of re sponse were 
plotted against angle of attack to show the variations of 
intensity of response during the maneuvers. 
I 
The Phase I F-llLA Flight Data Analysis effort is reported 
in three volumes. NASACR-152109 presents a summary of the techni­
cal approach; the results-and conclusions drawn from the results. 
NASACR-152ll0 presents plotted variations of Power Spectral Densi­
ty (PSD) data with frequency for each structural response item for 
each data sample analyzed during the course of the investigation. 
NASACR-152l11 presents Power Spectral Density (PSD) data in tabu­















Quantities are presented in the International 
System of Units (U.S. customary units in paren­
thesis). The work was performed using U.S. cus­
tomary units. 
wing span - m, (ft) 
 




spectral base frequency or analysis bandwidth, hertz 
 












Wing torsional moment - N-m, (in-lb) 
 
theoretical wing area (leading and trailing edges of 
 
swept panel extended to airplane centerline)-m2, (ft2) 
 
length of input frame in spectral analysis - seconds 
 
start time of interval for spectral analysis- seconds 
 
stop time of interval for spectral analysis - seconds 
 
lateral acceleration - g's 
 
vertical acceleration - g's 
 
indicated angle of attack referenced to wing 
 
manufacturing chord plane 
 
maximum indicated angle of attack - deg. 
 




indicated angle of attack at time TI , deg. 
 




indicated sideslip angle, deg. 
 
rms value of acceleration fluctuations - g, rms 
 









B.M. bending moment 
Cross-PSD, Cross power spectral density 
XPSD 
dB decibel 
Dyn Press dynamic pressure 
FM frequency modulation 
HZ hertz 






L/H left hand 





P.S. pilot seat 




R/H right band 
rms- root-mean-square 
RWT right wing tip 
Sym symmetric 
TOR torsion 





The phenomenon of aerodynamic buffet has been a challenge to 
aircraft design teams for many years. With the advent of truly 
high performance fighter aircraft which are capable of operating 
at high angles of attack, the intensity of buffet and the magni­
tudes of the aircraft structural responses to buffet have become 
important design considerations. 
The state-of-the-art of buffet research is such that develop­
ment of a valid method of predicting aircraft structural response 
to buffet appears feasLble in the near future. A significant 
problem that exists is the dearth of published flight data to pro­
vide an adequate test of the validity of a prediction method. 
This investigation, described in NASA CR-l52109, NASA 
CR-l52ll0, and NASA C&l52lll,supplLes dataof sufficient scope in 
terms of the number and types of flight measurements and in terms 
of the depth of analysis of the measurements to use for correlation 
with predicteq response characteristics. A secondary, though no 
less important, objective of the investigation is to add to the 
aeronautical community's understanding of buffet phenomena which 
has advanced rapidly in recent years. 
Considerable effort has been expended in research programs 
conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's 
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Ames, Langley, and Flight Research Centers (Refs. 1-7), by the 
armed services (Refs. 8-14), and by airframe manufacturers (Refs. 
15-17). Each of these previous efforts has contributed somethirg 
of significance to our understanding of buffet and of aircraft 
responses to buffet. 
Results of varLOUS flight test programs have shown that a 
most reliable indicator of maneuvering buffet onset is the abrupt 
change in rms response of a wing-tip accelerometer. It can also 
be inferred that wing-tip accelerometer response is a good indi­
cator of the variation of buffet intensity with angle of attack. 
However, measurements need to be obtained of accelerations at 
several points on an aircraft and of the spanwise distributions 
of dynamic structural loads on the wing to obtain a true test of 
a prediction method. Additionally, power spectra data are needed 
for each measurement over a range of frequencies which covers the 
important natural vibration modes of the aircraft structure. 
Recent developments in flight test instrumentation and data 
recording and data processing systems permit the use of powerful 
techniques of random data analysis to study the buffet problem. 
Power spectral density (PSD) plots can be readily constructed 
to obtain the needed variations of response with frequency and 
calculate root-mean-square values (rms) of the accelerations and 
loads to obtain statistical measures of the variations of responses 
with angle of attack. 
8 
The duration of the flight maneuvers is short, therefore the 
data samples are usually not long enough to strictly satisfy the 
mathematical criteria for obtaining a high level of confidence 
in the spectral or rms estimates. Nevertheless, spectral estimates 
and rms values are much more meaningful quantities than the peak­
to-peak or half-amplitude measurements prevalent in early studies 
of the buffet problem. 
This volume presents tabulated values of Power Spectral 
Density data in the frequency range from 1 to 100 hertz for each 
structural response item for each data sample analyzed during the 
course of the investigation. Some of the information contained 
in NASA CR-152l09is repeated to allow the reader to identify the 
specific conditions appropriate to each tabular listing and to 
perform additional analysis if desired. 
The flight program from which data have been extracted for use 
in this study was primarily for F-lllA flight loads demonstration. 
The test aircraft was therefore instrumented with numerous strain­
gage sensors and accelerometers. Flight maneuvers included wind­
up turns, pull-ups and roller coasters at various altitudes, 
Mach numbers, and target load factors. While it was not a parti­
cular goal of the flight program to investigate buffeting, many 
of the flight test conditions were such that significant levels 
of buffeting occurred. An opportunity thus existed to subject 
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the extensive flight data to analyses specifically aimed at 
providing detailed buffeting response characteristics. 
The basic approach used in the study ~s described in the 
following paragraphs. 
The various records pertinent to the Flight Loads Demonstra­
tion program were surveyed to identify candidate flight points 
for the investigation. About 90 combinations of wing sweep, Mach 
number, altitude and target load factor were selected for initial 
investigation. Analog strip-charts of thirty items of instrumen­
tation were then made for each candidate flight point. The strip 
charts were used primarily to identify the particular flight 
maneuvers in which the wing responses were of sufficient magni­
tude to be meaningful in the study and to eliminate points in 
which excessive wing spoiler activity might "contaminate" the 
response data. 
Since the investigation was aimed at providing flight data 
for comparison with preditions an additional criterion in the 
selection of flight points for detailed analysis was the existence 
of cor~esponding wind tunnel data in terms of wing sweep and Mach 
number. The investigation finally was concentrated on seven flight 
maneuvers all of which were performed at one nominal wing sweep. 
Existing digital data for the selected flight points were then 
reviewed and plots were made of the variations of Mach number, 
angle of attack and load factor as functions of time during the 
10 
particular maneuvers. Specific time intervals corresponding to 
nominal average angles of attack were selected for each maneuver 
and stochastic (statistical) analyses were performed on the out­
puts from seven accelerometers and twelve strain-gage sensors for 
each selected time interval. 
The major effort in the stochastic analysis was devoted to 
obtaining power spectral density (PSD) plots as a function of 
frequency and root-mean-square (rms) values of the magnitudes of 
wing shear, bending moment, and torque at four wing span stations 
and accelerations at the wing tips, center of gravity and pilot's 
seat. These PSD and rms data are essential for correlation with 
prediction methods. In addition the PSD plots were used to 
identify the frequencies and magnitudes of the major responses 
for each time interval. The particular vibration modes associa­
ted with the major responses were then identified insofar as 
possible from the results of extensive ground vibration tests' 
performed at an earlier time of F-llLA aircraft (References 18 
and 19). 
The variations of rms values of the various outputs (for 
specific ranges of frequencies) of instrumentation were plotted 
against angle of attack and comparisons made to observe trends 





-The test ~ircraft was F~lllA Number-r3. A drawing showing 
the general features of the aircraft is presented as Figure 1. 
Detailed geometry associated with the aircraft and its components 
appears in Table 1. The aircraft has a variable sweep wing and 
a convention was adopted early in the development program that 
all aerodynamic coefficients would be referenced to geometric 
characteristics at a specific wing sweep, namely, 1\LE=16 degrees. 
The variations of some key geometric characteristics of the wing 
with leading-edge sweep angle are presented in Figure 2. 
Although the aircraft is fitted with a high lift system 
conSisting of multisegment leading-edge slats and multisegement 
double-slotted trailing-edge flaps, these devices were in their 
retracted positions fur all maneuvers analyzed in this study. 
Two-segment upper surface spoilers on each wing are used at 
low wing sweeps in addition to differentially controlled all­
movable horizontal tails to achieve roll control. 
The aircraft has a three-axis stability augmentation system 
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Figure 1. F-IIIA THREE-VIEW 
Tob1e 1 
PHYSICAL ClIM.\CTERISTICS OF TIt£: 
F=lllA-AIRPlAhl: (h'UMllER. 13)~ 
~ing -
Airfoil section, at P1.vot NACA 6liA2l0 7 (ltIOdlfied)* 
Airfoil sectlon tip NACA bliA209 8 (roodiflCd)* 
<:wecp deg (leadl.og edge) 16to715 
Incl.dellCe, des 1 
Dih~dral, deb 1 
Splln, area, !'lean OIerodYl'"cio: c:ho.d (See EiS 2) 
Leachng-edge sillts 
Area (planform projected), it2(c2) 60 7(5 M) 
Sp:m, percenc of exposed loing-panel span ",
Ik!flection, I!'Itl).inulll, des 
Trailing-edge flaps " 
Double Slotted Fo;,ler
"'p' 1Area (aft of hinge line), it (m2) 117 BOO 94) 
Span, percent of e)'posed loing-panel apan 
D(!flection, CIl ...1.II:UIlI, des 37' 
Spoilcrs 
A1:ea (plonf('\rl:l projected), ft 2(1:I2) 28 6(2 66) 
Span, ft.(m) 11 8(3 6) 
Dtflection, mtlxirmlln, deg 
\linjt pivot " 
Distance from airplane no~e, ft(lII) 40 18(12 25) 
Dutance fror,! airplane centerl1.ne, :[t(lII) 5 86(1 79) 
Horizontal tail (all movable) -
Airfoil section BICONVEX 
Incidence. deg 1 
-1Dihedral, de; 
Sweep at leading edg~, deg 575 
Span fc(m) 29 3(8 93) 
A.e~ (e><pos",d), ft2 (tn2) 174 :'J(l5 74) 
Area (IIIOvabb). ft 2(1Il2) 154 2(13 92) 
Aspect ratio 142 
Mean lIerodyn8f1l1.c chord (exposed). in (cm) 137 5()49 3) 
ncflecc1.on, !Il8),irnum. deg 
As elevators 
Trailing-edgE' up (appro)' ) 25 
Trailing-ed~c down (approX ) 10 
As .. i1c/;on5 (tor"l) ("PP"Ox ) -15 
Surface stOpS 
Tral.ling-cdge up (approx ) 31 
Tr.lliling-ed~e do\.'O 'approx ) 16 
Vert:ic"11 tail -
Airfoil section BICONVEX 
Sweep at leadin\' edge. deg 55 
Span ftlm) 8 9{2 71) 
Area, £r (1:12) ill 7(10 09) 
Aspect ratio 142 
Mell.n aerodYl'lImic chord, in (CIII) 159 3(404 6) 
Ruddcl 
SPIIO, ft(m) 7 8(2 38) 
Arca, ft 2(tn2) 29 3(2 65) 
Deflection, maximum, deg 
-30 
Speed br;:tk". ­
Arc;:t ft 2 (I:'.2) 26 5{2 39} 
»e-flection, tnIIx{ltl\1m deg 71 
Veotrals -
Area (total) ft2 (m2) 25(2 26) 
Powt'r plnnts -
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Figure 2 	 F-lllA WING GEOMETRY AS A FUNCTION OF 
WING-SWEEP ANGLE 














The instrumentation system installed in the aircraft consis­
ted of two 30 track and one 14 track FM analog magnetic tape 
recorders and various transducers throughout the airplane. IRIG B 
time reference signals were recorded on each tape recorder to 
provide time correlation. The general locations of the accelero­
meters pertinent to the buffet study are shown in Figure 3. The 
actual loations in terms of aircraft geometry references are 
listed in Table 2. 
The characteristics of the accelerometers, most of which were 
commercially available units, are indicated in Table 3. The 
accuracies quoted refer to the nominal flat frequency response 
up to the limit frequency quoted. No calibration data exist above 
the quoted limit of flat frequency response, however, the natural 
resonant frequencies are well beyond 100 hertz for all of the 
accelerometers. There is no reason to suspect a significant de­
viation from the basic calibration factors quoted for frequencies 
up to 100 hertz. 
The locations of the strain gage sensors pertinent to the 
buffet study are shown in Figure 4. Shear, bending moment and 
torque were measured at each of the four indicated wing stations 
on the right wing. The sensitivities of these measurements were 
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c g vertical 
c.g vertical 
e.g. lateral 
Pilot seat vertica 




6 462+ 127 
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Left wing tip -
vertical 
Right wing tip -
vertical 
Front spar station 9 SOO meters (374 inches) 



















ABOl8 C.G. Vertical -3.5 to +6 5 +5 25 Not Avail:­
able 
48, 60 




ABOl9 C G. Vertical +10 :!:5 325 -- ALL 





AF009 Pilot Seat Vertical +10 +3 32 400 ALL 
AFOlO Pilot Seat Latera} +7 5 +5 275 
--
ALL 
AWOOl Left Wing Tip VerdCd 1 :!:25 :!:5 500 -- ALL 






*The actual range calibrated varied from these nominal values 





Along 21>1: Chord 
during maneuvers at load factors up to the maximum capability of 
, 
the aircraft. As a consequence the signal-to-noise ratios for 
 
the present buffet studies were lower than is desirable. The 
 




In several cases the frequency response upper limit for the 
~~~asurements was set by the subchannel characteristics of the 
~ight recording system. Table 5 lists the appropriate nominal 
limit of frequency response for each item of instrumentation based 
on the recorder subchannel arrangements for each flight selected 
for detailed analysis. 
Correlating items such as angle of attack, airspeed, Mach 
number, altitude. gross w~ight, and control surface posltions 
indication of the spoilers and horlzontal tail surface deflections 
were also recorded on the FM tapes. 
A special test nose boom was fitted to the aircraft to 



















































Shear-I.' S 1 
B M -W S 1 
TOR -I.' S 1 
Shear-W S 2 
BM-WS2 
TOR -I.' 5 2 
Shesr-W S 3 
B H -I.' 5 3 
TOR -W S 3 
Shear-W S 4 
B M -I.' S 4 
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U S. r---o-¥J FLT a FLT 70 CUST UNITS S , CUST S , CUST S , CUST 
g', 5030if 5030if .33578 
g', 50232 50232 33322 
g', 130 130 10690 
g', ala ala 
---
g', 20142 20142 20172 
g', 05129 05129 05052 
g', 15306 15306 29280 
g', 10232 10232 10128 
red/sec2 53569 53569 3012 
rad/ecc2 32175 32175 0998 
Ib, 8011 1801 8011 1801 11770 2464 
in-lbe 22517 202896 22517 202896 37UO 334383 
in_1bs 4136 37264 4136 37264 3913 35263 
Ib, 5124 1152 5124 1152 9475 2130 
in-lbs 99S1 89935 99S1 89935 9828 B8557 
in-lbs 1251 11268 2501 22535 2798 25215 
Ib, 2358 530 2358 530 3479 782 
in-lbe 2800 25228 2800 25228 4160 37481 
in-lbe 1008 9084 1008 9804 964 8690 
1b, 801 180 801 180 1561 351 
in-1be 393 3541 393 3541 758 6835 
in-lbe 188 1694 188 1694 344 3100 
deg 875 875 875 
deg 080 080 080 
deg 080 .080 080 
deg 60 60 60 
deg 60 60 60 
deg 60 60 .60 
deg 60 '0 '0 
deg 88 88 88 
de. 8g 88 88 
---
0034 0034 0034 
Ft u '" I'u I"'"I'U --- ---
Ft 
--- --- --- ---
12 192 40 
fLTS 7, 7 FLT 7 











11770 2464 11926 2681 
37110 334383 37393 336937 
3913, 35263 3969 35767 
">9475 2130 9608 2160 
9828 88557 9897 89181 
'.
2798 25215 2834 25539 
3479 782 3523 792 
4160 37481 4197 37821 
964 8690 982 8847 
1561 351 1588 357 
758 6835 765 6896 

















FLIGHT RECORDER FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
. 
-
FLIGHTS 48. 60 FLIGHTS 70 77. 78 79 
ITEM IRIG FILTER IRIG FILTER 
CODE CHANNEL FREQ. - HZ CHANNEL FREe) - HZ 
AWOOl 8 45 11 110 
AW002 12 160 12 160 
AB018 14 330 11 110 
AB019 9 60 8 45 
AB020 14 330 9 60 
AF009 11 110 12 160 
AFOI0 12 160 10 80 
SWl23 10 80 7 35 
SW124 11 110 8 45 
SWl25 12 160 9 60 
SW126 I 13 220 10 80 SW127 B 45 11 110 SW128 9 60 12 160 
SW129 10 80 13 220 
SW130 11 110 6 25 
SW131 I 12 160 7 35 
: 
SW132 13 220 8 , 45 
SWl33 8 45 9 , 60 
SWl34 9 60 10 : 80I 
SECTION 4 
BASIC DATA PROCESSING METHODS 
During the Loads D~konstrat1o~ Flignt Program, the FM analog 
magnetic tapes containing raw flight test data were processed by 
automated techniques. The real time data were first displayed 
on strip chart recorders for instrumentation verification. Next, 
the data were digitized at sample rates of 1 to 20emples per 
second under computer control. The specific sample rates depended 
on user group requirements. The digitized data were then scaled, 
calibrated and output in computer listings and computer tapes for 
additional processing on an IBM System/360. Second generation 
. 
computer runs were made to obtain corrected flight condition data 
such as gross weight, Mach number, altitude, dynamic pressure and 
fuel distribution at l-second intervals. 
Microfilm records of the computer listings from the original 
flight program data reduction were used in the present progran to 
make plots of angle of attack, normal load factor, Mach number 
and dynamic pressure as functions of flight time and to identify 
the gross weights and altitudes for the selected flight maneuvers. 
The Mach number, altitude and dynamic pressure data include cor­
rections for position error. The angles of attack are indicated 
angles and do not include the effect of upwash at the nose boom. 
24 
 
The following equation formula can be used to obtain an estimate 
df the true geometric angle of attack valdes if desired: 
a = 0.318 + 0.931 a (degrees)T 
This correction was not applied to the data presented in 
this report because the magnitude is not large in the range of 
angles of attack covered by the flight data and is within the 
uncertainty of the flight measurements taken under buffeting con­




FLIGHT CONDITIONS SELECTED 
FOR DETAILED ANALYS~S 
The seven maneuvers selected for detailed analysis are 
listed in Table 6. They consist of two wind-up turns, four pull 
ups and one roller coaster, all performed at a nominal wing sweep 
of 26 degrees. The Mach numbers are approximately 0.70, 0.80,and 
0.87 for the three high altitude maneuvers (above 6000 meters). 
At the two higher Mach numbers the selected maneuvers are for 
three altitudes, nominally 1500, 3700 and above 6000 meters. The 
gross weights range from 266,000 N to 330,550 N. 
Variations of angle of attack, load factor, Mach number and 
dynamic pressure with flight time are presented in Figure 5 for 
each of the selected maneuvers. Inspection of Figures 5(a) 
through (g) shows the wind-up turns are gradual maneuvers, whereas 
the pull ups and roller coaster are rather abrupt maneuvers. As 
, 
a consequence, it was feasible to select more points within each 
of the wind-up turns for stochastic analysis than for the other 
maneuvers. 
Table 7 lists the segments of each maneuver selected for 
detailed analysis. In most cases the time duration of the records 
is one second, but some longer records were used particularly for 
the wind-up turn of Flight 77, S&C-R. The table also lists the 
indicated angle of attack at the start of each record (al), at the 
26 
Table 6 
SELECTED FLIGIIT MA~EUVlRS 
FLT RUN MANEUVER WING SWEEP DEG 
NGMINAL FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
MACH ALTI'l1lDE GROSS WEIGHT 














































133406 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 133406 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
TIME - Bec TIME - sec 
(a) FLIGHT 48, RUN 6, WINDUP TURN 
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Figure 6. Continued ~ 
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114732 34 36 38 40 114732 34 36 38 40 
-TIME - sec TIME - sec 
(c) FLIGHT 78, RUN 5, PULLUP 
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Figure 6. Continued 
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TIME - sec TIME - sec 
<e> FLIGHT 60, RUN 10, ROLLER COASTER 
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FLIGHT POINTS SELECTED FOR STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS 






(SEC) (D~~) (D~~) {~~f {~m!Y 6« (DEG) 
8 6 1 133412 5 133413 5 1 7 25 7.62 7 4 o 37 
2 133414 0 133415 0 1 7 82 8 40 ,8.1 o 58 
3 133415.0 133416 0 1 8 72 9.55 9 1 0.83 
4 133416 7 133417.7 1 9 70 10 75 10 2 1 05 
5 133417.3 133418 3 1 10.30 11 75 11.1 1 45 
6 133419 0 133420 0 1 11 15 13 55 12 3 2 40 
7 133420 3 133421 3 1 14 25,16 60 15 3 2 35 













TABLE 7 CONTINUED 











(DEG) a" (DEG) 
77 S&C-R 153310 0 153311 0 1 3 72 4.22 4 0 o 50 
153311 5 153312 5 1 4 70 5 62 5.1 o 92 
153316 0 153317 0 1 6 90 7 08 7.0 o 18 
153319.0 153320 0 1 8 75 9 65 9.2 o 90 
153322 85 153323.85 1 11 45 13.00 12.2 1.55 
153325 3 153326 3 1 14.60 15.35 15 55 15.2 0.95 
153311 0 153313 0 2 4 22 5 98 5.1 1. 76 
153315 5 153317 5 2 7 60 7.22 7.1 0.32 
153318.5 153320 5 2 8.45 9 65 9 2 1 24 
153322.35 153324 35 2 10 85 13.40 12.2 2 55 
153324.35 153326.35 2 13.40 15.35 15.55 14.8 2 15 
153323.0 153326 0 3 11 65 15 55 13.6 3.88 































2 114734 8 114735.8 1 3 60 7 40 5 1 3 80 
3 114735 7 114736 7 1 7.00 11 20 9 2 4 20 
4 114736.4 114737 4 1 10.10 14.40 12 2 4 30 
5 114737.2 114738 2 1 13.35 14 00 15 40 14.6 2 05 

















3 100110 6 100111.6 1 6 30 12 10 9 2 5.80 
4 100111.15 100112 15 1 9 30 9 95 12.60 108 3.30 

















(DEG) A" (DEG) 
















































































6 114457.4 114459.4 2 11 05 11 20 16 65 136 3 55 
70 2 1 124705.7 124707.7 2 2 10 2 10 2 10 ±.05 
2 124708.5 124709 5 1 9.05 12 60 13 25 12 3 4 20 
3 124708 9 124709 9 1 11 95 12.05 13 25 12 5 1 30 
end of each record (a2) and in a few cases the maximum indicated 
angle of attack (omax) occurring during the record. Also presented 
is the increment in angle of attack during the record (~a) which 
~s relatively large for the pullup and roller coaster maneuvers. 
A nominal angle of attack (a nom) has been assigned to each segment 
which is used later to plot trends in the variations of instrument 
responses with angle of attack. 
An adjunct to the point selection process was the determina­
tion of the buffet onset characteristics for each of the maneuvers 
from the time histories. The criterion used for buffet onset was 
the first detectable change in level of response from any of the 
wing instrumentation which was followed by an ever increasing 
level of response. The results of the buffet onset determinations 
are presented in Figure 6. It was possible to obtain buffet onset 
points for six of the seven maneuvers. The aircraft was slightly 
into buffet even at l-g trim conditions for Flight 78, Run 4. 
Figure 6(a) shows that the variation of angle of attack for buffet 
onset with Mach number is smooth despite the significant differ­
ences in dynamic pressure and pitch rates for the various maneuvers. 
Figure 6(b) shows that the normal force coefficients for buffet on­
set show a slight trend of increasing with a decrease in altitude 
(increase in dynamic pressure). This result is likely due to the 
fact that less horizontal tail deflection is required to produce 
the maneuvers at the lower altitudes. 
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- "-Altitude 
o :> 6000 m (19,800 ft) 
o -3700 m (12,200 ft) 
6.-1500 m ( 4,900 ft) 












-< ~ 04----------------T--------------~ 

.70 .80 .90 
Mach Number 















.70 .80 .90 
Mach Number 
(b) NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
Figure ANGLE OF ATTACK AND NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT • 





STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
 
The analysis techniques used in this study are compatible 
with American National Standard (ANS S2.l0-l97l) recommended 
methods for analysis and presentation of shock and vibration data. 
A quick-look examination was performed on each time-history meas­
urement to determ~ne the data classification, degree of station­
arity, record length, and recoverability. 
Measurements 
Data reduction was performed on the following data: 
1. 	 Shear, bending moment, and torsion at four wing 
stations (12 measurements). 
2. 	 Two wing-tip accelerometers (vertical). 
3. 	 Two C.G. vertical and one C.G. lateral accelerometers. 
4. Pilot seat vertical and lateral accelerometers. 
The, analysis performed on these items consisted of PSD (including 
an average rms value), cross-PSD, and Probability Density and was 
distributed as follows: 
PSD (all items) 779 plots 
 
Cross-PSD (AWOOI and AW002) 7 photographs 
 
Probability Density 126 photographs 
 
In addition to the plots and photographs, a digital magnetic tape 
recording was made of spectral coefficients of all PSD's and 
41 
tape format (shown in Figure 7) for 
two adjacent records; the first record 
for and the second for raw data. 
Special-Purpose Processing 
A block diagram of the special-purpose stochastic equipment 
is shown in Figure 8. The FM signal is discriminated to recover 
the analog signal. Band-pass filters at 3 Hz and 100 Hz (48 dB 
per octave) were used to reject unwanted frequencies and to mini­
mize aliasing effects on the sampled data. The data is calibrated 
at this point and converted to non-dimensional quantities. The 
TID 100 Analyzer was used to compute the PSD's, cross-PSD's, 
and Probability Densities. The stochastic algorithms utilized 
by the TID 100 to perform these functions are discussed below. 
,After each PSD or cross-PSD was plotted, the spectral coef­
ficients were punched, in ASCII format, on perforated paper tape. 
This paper tape was then fed into an SEL-8l0A mini-computer for 
transcription to magnetic tape. This was done to increase 
storage density, for ease of handling, and for speed of subsequent 
playback. 
Auto-Spectral Density (PSD) 
The TID 100 computes the PSD coefficients by first approxi­
mating the complex Fourier transform of the input signal. The 
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0 RECORD 1, 3, 5, , N 
WORD FOlUlAT CONTENTS 
NUMBER 
0-2 A2. KEY, AMAAA 
3-7 A1 ITEM ID 
8 A1 TEST TYPE, P FOR PSD AND X FOR 
CROSS PSD 
9-10 A1 RUN ID 
11-19 A1 FRAME NUMBER AS 011225 55 
20 A1 LENGTI! 
21-27 A1 CONSTANT AS 2 05-Kl1 
28-143 ? .JUNK 
0 RECORD 2, 4, 6, , (N+l) 
WORD FOlUlAT CONTENTS 
NUMBER 
0-2 A2. KEY, BBBBBB 
3-103 16 DATA VALUE 
104-143 ? .JUNK 
0 RECORD LAST 
END OF FILE (N+2) 

























 ~ PAPER TAPE o 
PLOTS /I~7 
Figure • STOCHASTIC SPECIAL-PURPOSE EQUIPMENT 
Fourier transf~of the time-domain input function x(t) is given 
by: 
G(jf) -~"'x(t)(cos 2rrft - J sin 2rrft) dt (1) 
".t 
where j ~'F. Since the time-domain input is sampled and 
quantitized in the analyzer, and only a finite number of samples 
are available, the finite transform is used, and, separated into 
its real P(f) and imaginary Q(f) components, can be written 
as follows: 
PT(f) =fT/2 x(t) cos 2 rrft dt (2) 
-T/2 
T/2 
Q (f) = f x(t) sin 2 rrft dt (3) 
-T/2 
where T is the length of the input frame, which is assumed to be 
centered about time t=O. 
Replacing the continuous input, x(t), with a set of 2N+l 
1discrete samples at intervals of to= 2N ' and replacing the 
sinusoidal functions by corresponding values, the continuous 
integrals may be expressed as the sum of products: 
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P(kfo)= f: x (nto) cos [ 2 kfo(nto)J, (4) 
n=-N 
f, 
x(nto) sin [2 kfo (nto) } (5) 
where k is a series of 2N integers and fo is the base frequency 
1
which is equal to 2T • 
The PSD coefficients [S(kfo )] are then computed from (4) 
and (5) by the equation: 
S(kfo)= Ip(kfo) I 2 + IQ(kfo) 12 (6) 
Cross-Spectral Density (XPSD) 
The TID 100 computes the XPSD (SAB) by simultaneously compu­
ting the complex Fourier transform of channel A(PA+ jQA) and 
channel B(PB+ jQB) and multiplying the channel A transform by the 
complex conjugate of the channel B transform as follows: 
SAB= (PA+ jQA) (PB- j~) 
= PAPB + QAQB + j(PBQA-PAQB) (7) 
The spectrum is then separated into its real (Sp.AB) and imaginary 
(SQ.AB) components as follows: 
Sp AB= PAPB + QAQB 
(8)SQ AB= PBQA + PAQB 
46 
 
The TID 100 then puts the real component into the channel A output 
buffer and the imaginary component into the channel B output 
buffer. 
Probability Density 
On the TID 100 the Probability Density of a time-domain 
input is ascertained by performing an Amplitude Histogram on the 
input function. This algorithm counts the number of times that 
each of 255 discrete amplitudes occurs at the input. Zero­
amplitude occurrences appear mid-scale of the output display with 
negative-amplitude occurrences increasing to the left of mid­
scale and positive-amplitude occurrences increasing to the right. 
Average rms (~T) 
The average rms of the input signal is calculated from the 









,.~_ERESENTATION OF TABULATED DATA 
'..During the course of the study, approximately 800 power 
spectra were pbtained. These data have two primary uses. First
, 
they permit identification of the significant modal contributions 
through comparison with the ground vibration test data obtained 
in the F-lll development program. Second they provide the data 
base for future assessment of prediction methods. 
Natural Vibration Modes 
A summary of measured natural vibrationmodes of the F-lllA 
at 26 degrees leading-edge sweep is presented in Table 8. Most 
of the values were taken from tests previously conducted on 
Airplane No. 12 which is structurally the same as Airplane No. 13 
(Reference 18). A few of the measurements were taken on Airplane 
No. 1 and were not repeated on Airplane No. 12 because the parts 
and associated structure had not changed (Reference 19). Data 
are presented for two fuel loading conditions: fuselage empty, 
wing empty and fuselage full, wing empty. Note that the differ­
ence in fuselage fuel load affects some of the natural frequencies. 
Table 9 presents calculated values of symmetric vibration mode 
frequencies obtained using a math model of the aircraft structure 
for two~oss weight conditions which represent specific loadings 
occuring on maneuvers investigated in this study. These calcula­
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TABLE 8 - MEASURED F-IIIA NATURAL VIBRATION MODES 
Frequency - Hz 
Predominant Mode Fuse I!m t Wing I!m ty Fuse Full J Wing ~~ (Airplane No 12 Tests) SYllunetric AntisygllTIE;!tric Symmet-rlc r}mU symmetric 
. 
Wing First Bending 5 2 7 6 5 1 7.1 
Fuselage First Vertical Bending 8 6 --­ 8 0 ---
Fuselage First Lateral Bending --­ --­ --­ 8.7 
Wing Fore and Aft Bending 7.9 9 3 8 8 8 7 
l-Jing Second Bending 16 9 29 2 17 8 29.0 
Wing-Horizontal Tail --­ 16 2, 17 5 --­ 17 .5 
First Wing Torsion 25 2 25 4 25 7 26 1 
lIorizontal Tail First Bending 13.6 13 3 13 8 13 1 
Horizontal Tail Fore and Aft 15.2 15 3 16 3 16.2 
Horizontal Tail Pitch 344 37 3, 31 0 30 9 29 5, 36 1 
Vertical Tail Bending --­ 9 9 --­ 9.6 
Vertical Tail Torsion -T­ 28 0 --­ 11 7 
Rudder Rotation --­ 32 7 --­ 28 3 
Rudder Torsion --­ 45 0 --­ 44.8 
Rotating Glove 
Leading Edge Bending 27 4 
Yaw 44 3 
Pitch 50 9 
Aft End Bending 63 8 
Spoiler Modes (From Airplane No 1 Tests) 
Spoiler No. 1 
, I 
46,56,62 53,60 
Spoiler No 2 55 65 72 68 




~o Mode Description 
Frequenc v - Hz 
Gross Wei ht - lb. 
59 800 72 600 
1 First Wing Bending 4 794 4 772 
2 First Fuselage Ver~ical Bending , 7 013 6 708 
3 Horizontal Tail Bending + Sec. Wing Bend. + Sec Fus. Bend 13 930 13 ,249 
4 Horizontal Tail Bending + Second Wing Bending 14 828 14 723 
5 Second Wing Bending 17.010 16.401 
6 Third Fuselage Bending + Wing Torsion 22 853 21 618 
7 First lUng Torsion 24',064 23 970 
'8 Horizontal Tail Second Bending 27 521 26.073 
9 Third Wing Bending 30 666 30 273 
10 Horizontal Tail Torsion 33 893 33 865 
11 Fuselage Fourth Bending + Second Wing Torsion 37 573 36.591 
12 Second Willg. Torsion 39 229 37.986 
ted mode frequencies serve the purpose of clar1fying some measur­
ed responses which were not clearly identified in the ground W-',' . 
bration tests b~~ause of the close proximity of other modes. 
Power Spectral Density Tabulated Data 
In this Section all power spectral density data obtained 
during the Phase I investigation are presented in tabulated form 
for the convenience of those who might wish to perform analyses 
and/or comparisons other than those presented in NASA CR-152l09 
and NASA CR-152ll0. 
The arrangement of the tabulated datais as follows. 
Each set of PSD's correspond to a particular instrumentation 
item at a particular flight point identified in Table 7. The 
progression in the record number is continuous within a given 
maneuver. For example, if there are 6 points listed in Table 7 
for a given maneuver then records 1-6 are for points 1-6 for 
the first instrumentation item, records 7-12 are for points 1-6 
for the second instrumentation item, etc. The last record 
number listed for a particular maneuver gives the total number 
of PSD sets obtained for that maneuver. 
The item code corresponds to the instrumentation code listed 
in Table 4. The second line of each data set identifies the par­
ticular point within the maneuvers listed in Table 7. The 
flight number identification is obvious. The frame number and 
51 
 
record length correspond to the start time, T1, and time interval, 
L1 T, listed in Table 7. 
The data are scaled so that the tabulated values are integers. 
! I 
fEach entry corresponds to a specific value of frequency from 1 
 
to 100 Hz. The first row of data is for frequencies from 1 to 
 
20 Hz from left to right, the second row for 21 to 40 Hz, etc. 
 
The scale factors are labeled: 
 
PSD value of 1.0 = O.XXXX E t yy 
where the numerical value is in floating point format and corres­
ponds to U.S. Customary Units for the particular item of instru­
mentation. This value represents the dynamic threshold for the 
analysis equipment for the particular set of data. An entry of 
o in the tabulated data means that the measurement for that 
 
frequency was below the dynamic threshold of the equipment. 
 
Although data are presented for frequencies from 1 to 100 
 
Hz in each record, the frequency limits for the particular items 
 
of instrumentation and flights listed in Table 5 should be 
 




RECORD 1 , ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 2, I TEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 
<.n





































































































RECORD 3, ITEM A WOO 1 







VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PS 0 VALUES 
0 c 0 
0 2 0 
2 5 14 
66 14 3 
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RECORD 4, IT E" A W Q 0 I 
FLIGHT 4 8 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
F~AME 
1.0 = 
1 3 4 I 6 
O.1040E-03 
.70 • RECCRD LEI\GTH I SEC. 





































































































RECORD 5, ITEI'-' A W D 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA"'lE I 3 3 4 I 7 • 3 C , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-03 
lJ1 
"'" 






































































































RECORD 6. I TE M A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRA"E 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 1 9 
0.4160E-03 
• 0 C • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 7, ITE~ A 0
" 
0 1 
FLlG~T 4 8 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1 .. 0 = 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
O. 26COE-C 2 
• 3 C t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 8, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 a ., RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 








THE PSO VALUES 
0 c 0 
2 4 5 
5 9 0 
10 18 19 













































































RECORO 9, ITEM A WOO 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA".E 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , REC CRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 







































































































'~ I'd \~ 
RECORD la, ITEM A W 0 a 2 
 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 R~COKD LE%T~ = 1 SEC.
• a 0 • 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = o .26v..JE-04 




































































































RE(ORD 11, ITEM A W 0 a 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 a , RcceRe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.2600 E-04 
\J1 





































































































QECORO 12, ITEM A W 0 o 2 
fL IGHT 48, FRAME I 3 3 4 1 6 
· 
7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 .:: O.4160E-03 





































































































RECORD 13, ITEM A W D 0 2 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 
· 
3 0 , RECCRC LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2bOOE-02 





































































































RECORD 14, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.D = 0.2bOOE-02 
VI 









































































































FLIGHT 4 8 , 
PSD VAL UE OF 
I TEM A 
FRAM E 
1.0 = 
W 0 0 2 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
0.260CE-02 









































































































RECORD 16, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 48, FRA~E 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o. t3COE-02 






































































































RECORD 17, I TEM A 801 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 C , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
U1 
00 THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 c 0 
2 38 15 71 
24 109 44 11 
0 3 1 4 
RECORD 18, ITEM A 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
48 30 147 
6 0 0 
2 0 4 
B 0 1 8 
1 3 3 4 1 4 • 









2 3 0 
c 0 0 
7 7 14 
2 0 0 



























































































































































RECORD 19, I TEM A 8 0 1 6 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 20, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 48, fRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
U1 
'" 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
42 31 118 20 
6 7 31 5 
2 0 0 0 
RECORD 21. ITEM A 
0.2600E-04 
INTEGER 
0 2 0 
2 2 0 
15 33 80 
2 4 0 
0 0 2 






































































FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E-03 





































































































RECORO 22. ITEM A B a 1 8 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 0 t RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 23. ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALue OF 
FRAME 
1.0 -= 
1 3 3 " 2 0 
0.4160E-03 
• 3 a • RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
0­





































































































RECORO 24. ITEM A 8 0 1 8 
FL IGHT 
" 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 .00 , RECORe LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
pse VALUE OF 1.0 ::; 0.2080E-03 
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RECORO 25, ITE" A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 . 5 C , RECORD LEhGTH 1 5EC. 
P50 VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 
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RECORD 26, ITEM A 
FL IGHT 4 a , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1. a = 
THE P50 VALUES 
B a 1 9 
1 334 1 4 
0.2600E-C4 
I ~TEGE R 
.00 , RECORD LENGTH D 1 SEC. 






































































































RECORD 27, I TE" A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
P50 VAL UE OF 1.0 -= 0.2600E-04 






































































































RECORD 28. ITEM A 6 a 1 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA~E 1 3 3­ 4 1 6 • 7 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-C4 





































































































RECORD 29. ITEM A B a 9 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 C , RECORO LENGTH = I SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
0 c 0 
0 c 0 
49 21 5 
2 I a 













































































RECORD 30. ITEM A 6 a 1 9 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 I 9 • a 0 t RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E-0 3 











































































































RECORD 31. ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :;;: O.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 32. ITEM A B 0 1 9 
0\
...., 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '"' 0.5200E-04 
THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
0 a 0 4 2 1 0 
119 40 22 43 110 50 31 
9 5 8 1 5 10 8 
1 10 10 18 26 4 2 
RECORD 33, ITEM A 8 020 










97 3" 29 
5 18 9 
9 5 48 











































-' ~ ,. ~ g'1i~i~ ~l'.'I 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-05 


































































































RECORD 34, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .104DE-D5 





































































































RECORD 35, ITEM A B a 2 0 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 t RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .104DE-05 
0­





































































































RECORD 36, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
fLIGHT 48, FRAHE 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 0 2 
7 a a 5 
0 3 C a 
10 153 107 8 
0 3 2 5 




















REC ORO LE NG TH 
1 5 a 
4 0 0 
7 5 0 
6 5 2 










































0 '9t>~ ~~\, 
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RECORO 37, IT EM A 6 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 4 6 , FRAME 3 3 4 1 7 .30 , RECLRC LENGTH = 1 5 EC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160 E-05 





































































































RECORD 36, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE ?SO VALUE 5 
0 0 2 
22 6 5 
0 0 2 
49 162 246 













































































RECO~D 39, I TE M A B 0 2 0 
FLIGhT 4 6 , FRAI.1E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
2 0 1 0 
6 4 12 13 
5 2 5 0 
11 15 17 14 
4 5 16 0 
3 3 4 2 0 • 3 
D.416CE-C5 
I NTEGE R 
2 5 7 
7 0 10 
1 7 8 
125 74 24 








0 3 23 
~ 6 7 
4 27 1 
51 8 35 
























































RECORD 40, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E-04 



































































































RECORD 41, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
'" 
'" 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
1 334 1 2 
0.4160E-05 
INTEGER 





































































































RECORD 42, ITEM A F 0 09 
FLIGHT 48, 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 ': 
1 334 i 4 
0.4160E-05 
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RECORD 43, ITEM 4 F a 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 := 0.4160E-05 
THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
-..J '" 
0 0 2 1 0 0 12 3 
2 2 2 2 10 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 
22 612 54 13 2 3 2 2 
10 16 2 2 4 6 4 2 
RECORD 44, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 .10 , 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 := O.2600E-04 
THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 6 
0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 
3 0 5 2 0 0 0 1 
1 62 114 14 3 4 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 9 0 
4 1 8 
2 2 0 
2 2 5 
0 0 0 
RECURD LENGTH 
0 2 0 
0 4 3 
0 0 0 
1 4 0 




































































































RECORD 45, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 1 • 3 0 RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD 
~-
VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 46. ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA'~E 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 0 , RECCRO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 47. ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FL IGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 C , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 
0'> 





































































































RECORD 48. ITEM A F D 0 9 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2' 0 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E-04 









































































































9& -'1~ ~ 
<',;» ~ 
.,.. 
RECORD 49, ITEM A f 0 1 0 
fLIGHT 4 8 , fRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 .50 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 












































































































RECORD 50, ITEM A f 0 1 0 ;},r;. 
fLIGHT 4 8 , fRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 =: 0.4160E-05 
'" 





































































































RECORD 51, ITEM A f 010 
fLIGHT 48, fRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 




































































































RECORD 52, I TEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE DF 1.0 = O.4160E-05 




































































































RECORD 53, ITEM A F 0 I 0 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.4160E-05 
..... 




































































































RECORD 54, ITEM A F 0 I 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME I 3 3 4 I 9 • 0 a • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= o.4160E-05 











































































































RECORD 55, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • o .2600E-04 
'-I
,.... 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 C 0 
0 2 2 2 
5 2 3 0 
1 2 2 0 
2 3 0 1 
() 
RECORD 56, ITEM A 
FLIGHT 48, FRAHE 
PSD VALUE OFtjl.a • 
THE PSD VALUES 
INTEGER 
2 0 -'! 3 
0 0 26 2 
2 0 1 2 
0 13 18 7 
1 0 3 2 
F 0 1 0 
1 3 3 4 2 a .00 , 
a.l300E-04 
INTEGER I 
2 2 7 
2
" 0 " 1 0 
2 2 2 
2 a 0 











































'""~ i ~~ ~ (:l ~ 0';»: 
~ '? t} 




































































































RECORD 57, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 



































































































RECORD 58. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 .00 , PECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECORD 5~, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 







































































































RECORD 60. ITEM S ~ 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 33" 1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 


































































































RECORD 61, ITEM S ~ 1 Z 3 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 =:; 0.4160E 03 



































































































RECDRO 62, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 
" 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 
" 
I 9 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o. "160E 03 
-..I 






























































































" 0 ~O ~~ 
RECORD 63, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
1 26 61 
0 "2 0
" 4 0 0 0 
6 5 19 0 
0 2 0 0 
~ 1 2 3 
1 3 3 4 2 0 • 
0.411>0E 03 
IN,TEGER 
22 61 26 
2 3 7 
4 6 0 
7 15 0 
7 0 1 







11 5 13 
0 12 6 
2 6 
2 0 15 


















































RECORB 64. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • fRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 03 






































































































RECORD 65. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 48. fRAME 1 334 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF rl.O = 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 66. ITEM S W 12" 
FLIGHT 
" 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
L.O = 
1 3 3 " 1 " 
0.2600E 06 
• 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































3 %~ .~~~. ~. 
RECORD 67, ITEM S W 124 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 133 .. 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 68, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT ... 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 ... 1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E 07 
-..s 




































































































RECORD 69, ITEM S 
FL IGHT 
" 8 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO ~ALUES 
4 10 51 101 
... 0 2 5 
8 2 2 2 
W 12'" 
1 3 3 ... 1 7 • 
0.4160E 07 
INTEGER 
478 359 136 
2 0 2 
4 0 0 





9 7 11 
3 0 2 



































0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RECORD 70. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLl GHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 .00 • RECGRO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160 E 07 





































































































RECORD 71. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FL IGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 334 2 0 • :3 0 , RECCRD LEhGTH 1 SEC • 








THE PSD VALUES 
8 65 75 
0 3 0 
0 4 29 
3 6 6 
0 0 0 












































































RECORD 72. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
0.20aOE C7 
• 0 a , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC • 





































































































RECORD 73, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 05 





































































































RECORD 74, ITEM S .. 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 • RECORD LENG TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 05 
-..J 





































































































RECORD 15, ITEM S .. 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.416DE 05 





































































































RECORO 76, ITEM 5 k 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 
• 7 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 



































































































RECORO 17, ITEM 5 W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
0 9 5 
39 29 32 
4 3 2 
0 C 0 









































































RECORD 18, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAHE 1 1 3 1
" 
9 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 ~ O.1040E 01 


































































































RECORD 79, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 
"
2 
 0 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E 07 
 


































































































RECORD 80, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 .00 , RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 




THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 4 b 
79 59 40 40 
2 10 11 7 
5 7 7 b 
4 0 2 8 
RECORD 31, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
INTEGER 
47 25 25 
91 263 12 
8 2 3 
12 2 2 
4 9 4 
W 1 2 b 










8 18 16 
35 17 7 
5 18 0 
16 5 4 

























































































































































RECORD 82. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
 
FL IGHT 46. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
 






THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 ' , 0 
4 10 4 
6 6 2 
2 2 0 













































































RECORD 83. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FL IGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1~ = 
133 4 1 5 
0.2600E 02 
• 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC• 
oa 





































































































RECORD 84. ITEM S k 1 2 6 
FL IGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 1 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






























































































RECORD 85, ITEM S h 1 2 6 
FL IGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORO 86, ITEM S .. I 2 6 
_FLlGl;iT 4 8 , 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
~ ~.L4• .1.9 
0.1040E 03 
• 0 Q.. !--RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
00 





































































































RECORD 87, ITEM 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
1 4 31 40 
2 0 3 1 
6 0 5 2 
0 6 5 0 
Z 4 1 2 
W 1 2 6 




5 35 17 
8 3 2 
3 4 I 
3 1 3 








4 3 7 
0 8 5 
2 2 2 
Z 0 7 

















































@@ ~~ f~ ~ 
.g "d .5l 
, RECORD 'S8, /'rEMo S 
" 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 03 



































































































RECORD 89, ITEM S k 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 
ex> 






































































































RECORD 90, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 , 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 :; 
1 3 3 4 1 4 
o.2600E 06 
• 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH s 1 SEC. 




































































































RECORD 91. lTE~ S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 t RECORD LENGTI­ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 92. ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 t RECCRO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORO 93. LTE~ S w 1 2 7 







VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
1 12 26 
3 C 0 
0 C 0 
0 2 2 















































































filO 'C~ §~ 
D ~j~ ~~ 
RECORD 94. ITE~ S W 1 2 7 
FLl GHT 4 a • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 : 
1 3 3 4 1 9 
0.1040E 07 
.00 • RECCRD LENCT~ 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 95. ITEM S W 2 7 
FL IGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 C , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 
00 





































































































RECORD 96. ITEM S W 2 7 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH ~ 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 : 0.20BOE 07 





































































































RECORD 97. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 46. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 






THE P SO ~ALUES 
0 0 2 
0 a 0 
15 3t 5 
10 7 1 








































































RECORD 96. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 o • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 
()O 





































































































RECORD 99. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 48. fRAME 1 3 3 
"
1 5 • 5 a • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ... O.2600E 04 





































































































FLIGHT 4 8 , 




• 1 2 8 
1 3 3 4 1 6 
D.~16DE C5 
• 7 0 • RECORD LE~GTH • 1 SEC • 





































































































RECORD 101, ITEM S \, 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORe LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .2600E 06 
00 





































































































RECORD 102, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 I 9 .00 • RloeCRO "eNGTH I SEe. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600 E 06 






































































































RECORD 103, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
fLIGHT 4 8 , fRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 ;:; O.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 104, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
fLIGHT 4 8 , fRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 ..:: O.HOOE 06 
00 





































































































RECORD 105, ITEM S W 1 2 9 







VALUE Of 1.0 -= 
THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 51 
0 0 2 
10 4 4 
146 57 0 
























































































RECORD 106, ITE~ S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAV,E 
1.0 .= 
t 3 3 4 1 4 
0.4160E 01 
. a 0 • RECGRJ LENGTh 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 107 t ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 1 5 
0.2600E 02 
• 5 C • ~tCCW LENGTH t SEC. 
00 





































































































RECORD 108, ITEM S I< 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 r 6 .70 , RECORe. LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSo VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































REC0RD 109, I TE" S ... 1 2 9 
FL IGHT 48, FRAM E 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 a , REC~RD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.104CE 03 





































































































RECORD 110, ITEM S h 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • a a • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 
0> 
'" 





































































































RECORD 111, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRA"!E 1 3 3 ~ 2 0 • 3 0 , kECORC LE~GT~ 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
10 55 26 
4 12 2 
2 1 7 
0 33 5 















































































,. P<I i; 
I:> q~ ~fJ ~S 
RECORD 112, I TE M S W 1 2 9 
 
FL IGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORI) LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = C.520lJE 02 





































































































RECORD 113, ITEM S ~ 3 0 
FLl GriT 4 8 , FitAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 
\0 




































































































R ECO'O 114, ITFM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 6 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 , "ECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.1040E 05 





































































































RECO~D 115, [TEM S W 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FPA"Ie 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 , RECGRO LE'IGTh 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.1040E 05 





































































































RECORD 116, lTE~ S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 a , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 
\0 


















































































































4 1 7 • 3 C • 







VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 
THE PSD VALUES 
5 14 52 
14 7 5 
2 0 2 
3 4 0 

















































































'"0418z ~.~ i; 
~'"d ~~ 2~ 
RECORD 118, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FL IGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 00, RECORD LE~GTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 119, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FL I GHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 .30 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.2600 E 06 
\0 
'" 





































































































RECORD 120, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAM E 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1300E 06 





































































































REG ORO 121, ITEM S ~ I 3 I 
fLIGHT 4 8 • FRAM E I 3 3 4 I 2 .50 1 RECCRO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.26COE 04 





































































































RECORD 122. ITEM S I< I 3 I 
FLIGHT 4 8 • fRAME I 3 3 4 I 4 .00 , REGORO LENGTH I SEC. 





THE PSO VALUES 
0 a 0 8 
2 2 0 
3 II 0" I 
4 29 5 0 
0 0 0 0 
RECORD 123. ITEM S 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAM E 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
2 0 I 5 
0 3 3 2 
2 0 2 3 
3 20 2 7 
0 0 0 0 
INTEGE~ 
2 10 5 
2 7 6 
4 3 0 
2 0 2 
I 2 2 
W I 3 I 
I 3 3 4 I , • 5 
0.1040E 05 
INTEGER 
2 7 26 
" 
15 4 
3 22 3 
5 0 I 












3 22 6 
8 8 19 
II IS 2 
5 2 0 
0 2 0 
RECORe LENGTH 
2 U 2 
IS 4 14 
0 4 I 
L ? I 


































































































• ~ ><l, 
~~ 
""toB ~'i$ 
RECORD 124, I TEH S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 6 , FRAME 1 3 3 
" 
1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 125, ITEM S W 1 3 1 
... 
FLIGHT 46. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600e 06 
'" 
"" 




































































































RECORD 126, ITEM 5 W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 46, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 sec. 
PSO VALue OF 1.0 = 0.2600e 06 




































































































RECORD 127, ITEM S H 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 




































































































RECORD 128, ITEM S W 1 3 1 
fLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .nOOE 06 
\0 
VI THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 2 8 
15 25 11 12 
46 7 9 5 
7 13 12 5 
0 0 2 0 
RECORD 129, ITEM S 





























10 11 8 
3 20 0 
0 5 13 
5 10 


















































PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































RECORD 130. ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 46, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 .00 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 01 





































































































RECORD 131, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 6 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 01 
\0 
'" 





































































































RECORD 132, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FL IGHT 46. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD L ENG TH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 






































































































RECORD 133 • ITEM 5 W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECORD 134, ITEM 5 W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 ~EC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.2600E 02 
\0 





































































































RECORD 135, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 
THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
3 4 13 4 3 9 12 
7 4 3 0 4 2 3 
7 2 2 3 5 3 0 
7 2 11 0 2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






RECORD LENGTH. 1 
16 6 2 35 
5 7 8 2 
0 6 1 2 
2 2 3 0 













































RECORD 136, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA).}E 
PSo VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
0.5200E 02 






THE PSO VALUE S 
3 C 1 
8 20 6 
2 14 3 
7 4 11 
0 0 0 












































































RECORD 137, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8~, 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 1 2 
0.2600E 04 
• 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
'" 00 





































































































RECORD 138, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLiGHT 4 B • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 .00 • KECCRo LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .2600E 04 






































































































RECORD 139. ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF l.O -= 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORO 140, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FL IGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 .10 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 
\D 






































































































RECORD 141, ITEM S 
FL IGHT 4 8 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
W 1 3 3 
1 3 3 4 1 7 
0.4160E 05 
INTEGER 
.30 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
;g~ ~g; 





































































































RECORD 142. lTE~ S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 .00 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 143. ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 a t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4160E 05 
I-' 
0 





































































































RECORD 144, ITEM S ~ 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSO VAL UE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
0.2080E 05 
• 0 C t RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 





































































































RECORD L45. ITEM S ~ 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 2 • 5 0 t RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORD 146, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 3 2 
6 5 20 
3 2 7 
95 5 3 













































































f%O ~S ~~ 
RECORD 141, 
FL IGHT 48, 




W 1 3 4 
1 3 3 4 1 5 
O.2600E 04 
• 5 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. IS 





































































































RECORD 148, ITE~ S 
" 
1 3 4 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 , RECCRC LENGTJ-< = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = a .1040E 05 





































































































RECORD 149, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 B • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 1 7 
0.4160E 05 









THE PSD VALU ES 
a 0 2 
8 5 1 
2 a 4 
10 30 9 















































































RECORD 150, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FL IGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 9 .. OCt RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 151, ITEM S H 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 152, ITEM S H I 3 4 
FL IGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 334 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH: 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 4 13 
20 8 10 
6 21 27 
26 19 20 













































































RECORD I, ITEM' A W o 0 1 
 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 I KECORD LENGTH 1 SEC.
• a 0 
PSO VAL.UE OF 1.0 = o .1040E-03 



































































































RECORD 2, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 7 I FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = l Sf,,,,,. 
pso VALUE OF 1 ..0 .::; 0.1040E-03 
..... 
0 

































































































RECORa 3, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 77, FRAME 5 3 3 I 6 • a a , RECG~O LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAlUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-02 





































































































RECORD 4, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 C , RECGRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .::: 0.4160E-Ol 





































































































RECORD 5, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 .85 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THE PSD ~ALUES 
0 D 0 2 
4 9 4 10 
11 7 1 41 
12 8 12 56 
0 12 12 17 
RECORD 6, I TE M A 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
IdE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 13 
3 1 2 1 
0 10 63 0 
4 16 0 5 
0 9 2 14 
INTEGER 
9 10 18 
11 3 0 
5 7 0 
1 25 10 
6 8 7 
WOO 1 
1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 
0.4160F-Ol 
INTEGER 
7 7 2 
5 19 0 
44 9 26 
23 28 34 












1 9 3 
7 2 6 
7 3 4 
6 220 3 
4 8 7 
RECORD LENGTH 
4 12 0 
0 4 6 
2 3 23 
2U 17 6 
























































































0 U ..,,~ 
cg 'lo!Z! 




RECORD 7, ITEM A WOO 1 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 153 3 1 1 .. 0 a t ~ECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o. ZOBOE-03 





































































































RFCORO 8, ITE~ A H 0 a 1 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 5 3 3 1 5 .. 5 C , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC • 









THE PSD VALUES 
a 2 4 
B 11 18 
16 16 27 
3 34 36 













































































RECORD 9, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 .. 5 0 , RECCRO LENGT~ = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E-01 




































































































RECORD la, ITEM A W a a 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • RECURD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o. 2080E- 0 1 





































































































RECORD ll, ITEM A W a a 1 
flIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = a .2080E-D 1 
I-' 
0






































































































RECO~D 12, ITEM A W 0 0 1 ~~ 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
1 5 3 3 2 3 
0.1390E-Ol 
INTEGER 





































































































RECORry 13. ITEM A W 0 0 2 
 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRA"lE 1 5 3 3 1 0 • 0 0 • REClRG LENCH 1 SEC. 
 
PSO VALUE OF l.O = O.2600E-04 









































































































ITE" A w 0 




, 1 1 
· 
5 C • RECCRC LE\lGTH 1 ~EC. 
































































































QECCRD 15. lTF~ A ~ 0 0 2 
FL IGhT 77. 
PSO VALue OF 
FRA"E 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 1 ( 
O.26CCF-CZ 
• a c , RECCRD LFNGTH = 1 SEC. 



































































































RECORD 16. ITE" A W 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 77. FRAME I 5 3 3 I 9 • 0 0 • RECO~O LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-OI 





































































































RECORD 17. ITEM A W 0 o 2 
FLiGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • e 5 • ReCORO lENG TH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUe OF 1.0 = o. 4160e-0 1 
t--' 
0 






































































































RECORO 18. ITEM A 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSG VALUES 
0 0 2 2 
2 4 0 2 
0 5 8 12 
29 50 79 43 
0 4 I 4 
• 0 o 2 
1 5 3 3 2 5 • 
0.4160E-OI 
INTEGER 
7 15 7 
8 0 0 
6 4 0 
0 12 47 
8 5 1 







13 8 5 
3 0 2 
8 6 30 
5 2 23 



















































RECORD 19, I TE 'f A I. 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAIIE 1 5 3 3 1 1 .00 , RECGRO lENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = C.520cc-04 





































































































RECO" D 20, I rEM A I. 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAMF 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECGRe LENCT~ = 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 1 6 
8 30 13 
4 22 28 
5 17 6 











































































RECORD 21, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FDA"1E 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECCRD LE~GT~ = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E-Ol 



































































































DECO~D 22, ITE" A W 0 0 2 
FLIGPT 7 7 • FRAM!: 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • RECCRC LENCTI­ 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20SCE-Ol 





































































































RECORD 23. ITE" A W J 0 2 
FL IGHT 77. FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 
· 
3 5 • 
 RECCPD LE~GT~ 2 SEC. 





THE PSD VALU ES INTEGEP 
2 2 3 6 34 
4 11 3 3 14 
17 18 21 15 7 
27 38 60 63 3lo 
9 18 0 ~ 12 












































































0 ~O ~ 
'"00 
FL IGHT 7 7 • FRA"E 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSi} VALUES 
2 4 9 
0 14 12 16 
20 16 41 59 
46 47 116 138 
13 17 13 7 





68 20 20 
12 29 18 
29 13 35 
20 63 38 







RECCRD L=Nr TH 
23 1'. 7 
32 7 27 
26 40 78 
2<; 31 56 






























































3 1 0 
· 
o (, , RECCRC LEf\GTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL(,E OF 1.0 = 0.4160F-05 




































































































RECORD 26, ITF~ A B a 8 
FL IGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 
· 
5 C , REC eRO LENGTH ~ 1 SEe. 
































































































RFCORD 27 t I TEM A 8 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 C t RECORO LF%TH 1 SEC. 
?SO VAL UE OF 1.0 = O.260CF-C4 






































































































q,~CORO 28, J TE~ A B 0 1 8 
FLlG"T 7 7 , FR A'~ E 1 5 3 3 1 9 
· 
0 
 C , R£::CC~D LFNGT..-I = 1 SC::C. 
p SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.416CE-03 
 





































































































~ECOQ.:J 29, I TE >,\ A 8 0 1 8 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRA"lE 1 5 3 3 2 2 
· 
8 
 5 , RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 




W THE P SO VALUES INTEGE~ 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 2 2 
20 4 4 8 
0 0 2 1 
8 12 13 0 
'HeQRD 30, rTEM A 
FlYGHT 7 7 , FRAME 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
2 0 2 0 
0 0 2 0 
11 5 27 4
.,3 3 C 
2 4 2 23 
0 2 0 2 
11 0 11 1"4 
2 4 3 
2 3" 2 3 
11 0 12 4 
B 0 1 8 
1 5 3 3 2 5 ,• 3 0 
0.4160E-03 
I'lTEGFD 
2 0 0 4 
a B 12 12 
4 5 5 2 
3 6 5 7 
7 27 6 47 
2 0 0 
45 9 12 
5 2 2 
0 10 3 
5 0 4 
RECCRe LENrTH 
4 0 0 
18 3 11 
7 3 2 
4 3 5 





























































































8'"<1 g in liP<:! 
€j"; 
Be 
RECORD 31, ITEM A B 0 1 B 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH ; 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ; 0.20BOE-05 





































































































RECORD 32, ITEM A B a 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH; 2 SEC. 




THE PSD VALUES 
O a 0 2 
a 1 0 0 
t6 87 85 31 
0 3 a 2 













































































RECORD 33, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 • RECCRD LENGTH ; 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20aOE-03 



































































































RECORD 34, ITEM A B 0 1 B 
FLIGHT 7 7 " FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 , RECURO LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20BOE-03 





































































































RECORD 35, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 71, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.l080E-03 
t-' 
t-' 
V1 THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 0 2 
0 0 0 1 
11 18 33 3 
5 2 2 1 
8 18 3 27 
RECORD 36, ITEM A 
FL IGHT 1 7 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -:: 
THE PSO VALUES 
2 0 C 0 
2 4 4 4 
28 11 43 21 
4 9 5 5 
15 41 33 16 
2 2 4 
4 20 9 
7 8 6 
9 6 3 
13 16 43 
8 0 I 8 
I 5 3 3 2 3 • 
0.1390E-03 
INTEGER 
4 2 2 
21 13 14 
II 1 5 
16 9 6 












2 0 0 
25 2 16 
10 4 5 
11 0 15 
34 23 3 
RECORO LENGTH 
4 0 2 
90 8 46 
13 5 4 
6 31 13 































































































"t! t:, 8~ 
..:Pt1 t 
I:;) r::1~B: 
RECORD 37, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 .00 • RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 





































































































RECORD 38, lTE" A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAMF 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 0 t KEC CRU LENG TH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
I-' 
I-' 






































































































RECORD 39, I TE M A B 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 6 • a c • RECORU LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26COE-04 





































































































RECCRO 40, ITEt<' /I, e 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FR A~ E 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 C , RECCRO lEI\CTH I SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.I040E-C3 










































































































REcoeO 't 1 , !TE" A R a I 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME I 5 3 3 2 2 
· 
as, RECORD LENGTrl I SEC. 




THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
a a 0 a 
2 a 4 3 
9 2 C 5 
5 2 2 a 
7 10 11 2 
RECORD 42, I TEM A 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
a a 2 a 
a a C 2 
3 2 14 2 
a 4 e 7 
a 2 a 16 
a 2 a 2 
11 a 12 143 
a ? 0 I 
6 4 I 5 
10 12 I I 
B a I 9 
I 5 3 3 2 5 ,• 3 a 
0.4160E-C3 
I~TEGF~ 
2 a 2 4 
a 9 a Ie 
0 4 4 2 
3 9 12 13 
9 13 2 28 
2 a a 
37 8 9 
2 0 2 
0 IS 3 
3 4 3 
RECCRe LENGTH 
4 a a 
13 3 12 
7 I 2 
0 B '. 
































































































- . $?~ 
A:J ~?E 
.01 
RECORD 43, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.208CF-C5 





































































































RECORO 44, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
fLIGHT 7 7 , fRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECGRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1300E-04 
I-' 
I-' 





































































































RECORD 45, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
fLIGHT 71, fRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E-04 










































































































RECOPD 46. I TE~ A 8 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRA'l.E 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • ReCeRC LENCH 2 SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E-03 







































































































ITEM A S 
f' 






3 2 4 .35 • RECCRD LE~GT~ = 2 SEC. 










THE PSO VALU ES 
2 2 2 
0 0 0 
9 20 2 
4 2 16 












































































RECcoQ 48. ITE"I A P 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 7 7 • FRA~E 1 5 3 3 2 3 . o 0 • H.ECCRO LENGTH = 3 SEC. 






THE P SO VALUES 
0 0 0 
2 4 0 
8 23 11 
5 7 15 


















































































RECORD 49. IT E~ A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 77. 
psa VALUE OF 
FRA~E 
1.0 = 




o 0 • 
 RECORO LE~GT" 1 SEC. 



































































































PECQRD 50. IT E" A B 0 2 0 
FL IGHT 77. 
P SD VALUF OF 
FRA"E 
1.0 = 














THE PSO \/ALUES 
0 2 0 
2 4 0 
6 0 0 
10 39 15 













































































RECORD 51. ITE~ A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAOJ. E I 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH I SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 : O.A 160E-0 5 








































































































RECORD 52. ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FL IGHT 7 7 • FR All E 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 (J , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.260CE-04 





































































































RfCORD 53. ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
F~A'IE 
1.0 :: 
1 5 3 3 2 2 
0.2600E-04 
• a 5 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
t--' 
N 





































































































RECORD 54. ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






























































































U ,~ '?;.\ 
~~ ~E; 
.g >'d, ~~ ~~ 
RECORD 55, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FliGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.lleOE-06 







































































































56, ITEM A B 0 2 a 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
t) 







































































































RECORD 57, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 71, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ::: 0.1300E-04 





































































































RECORD 58, ITEM A 6 o Z 0 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUF 0 F 1.0 = 0.1300E-04 





































































































RECORD 59, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
, 




PSD VALUE Of 1.0 .::::: 








































































































RECORD 60, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 77, 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 := 
1 5 3 323 • 
0.8670E-05 
0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 3 SEC. 







THE PSO ~ALUES 
2 ~ 3 
4 48 ~B 2 
90 53 43 














































































~,.g ~~ ~ya 
RECORD 61, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.1O~OE-05 





































































































RECORD 62, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 Si:C. 




























































































RECORD 63, ITEM A F 0 o 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 .6 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 































































































RECORD 64, ITEM A F a a 9 
FL I GHT 77, FRAM E 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 0 , RECGRO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26COE-C4 






































































































RECORD 65, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 5 3 3 2 2 • B 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 



































































































RECORD 66, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 0 r RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 































































































't~ ~ ~ r.. 
~t-O \~ 
RECORD 67, ITEM A f 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E-06 





































































































RECORD 68, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 69, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FL JGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.1300E-04 





































































































R FCORD 70, ITP' A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRA"IE 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 , RECGRD LE~GH 2 S'C. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E-04 





































































































RECOqO 71. I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • 
 RECCRO LE~GT~ 2 SEC. 









































































































P ECORO 72, [T Et-' A F 0 0 9 
FL IGHT 77, FPMIE 
P SO VALUF OF 1.0 = 
THE pso VALUES 
2 0 2 4 
20 4 32 1 
2 0 12 6 
2 6 0 5 
4 C C 0 





30 15 11 14 
128 55 51 215 
4 2 2 C 
6 2 C C 
2 2 0 2 
qeCCRO LE~GTH 
2 0 6 
107 20 39 
I, 0 3 
C 9 C 




























































3 3 1 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2o00E-Oo 





































































































RECORD 74, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FL IGHT 77, FR A'l E 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 a , RECORD LENG TH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 
2 0 4 
4 0 0 
9 210 6 













































































RECORD 75, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O. H60E-05 





































































































RECORD 76, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAM E 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ':: 0.4160E-05 





































































































PECORD 77, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 .85 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









































































































FLIGHT 7 7 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
I TEM A F o 1 0 
FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 5 
1.0 = 0.2600E-04 
• 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








0 0 0 
20 2 5 
3 12 0 
6 6 10 


























































































3 I 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 2 SEC • 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.l30CE-06 





































































































RECORD 80, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 1 , FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORt LENGTH = 2 SEC. 


































































































RECORD 81, ITEM A F 0 I 0 
FLIGHT 17, FRAME I 5 3 3 1 a • 5 0 t RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20aOE-05 





































































































RECORO ~2, ITEM A F a L a 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME L 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 , RECORD LENGT~ 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :: o. L300E-04 





































































































RECORD 83, ITEM A F a L a 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
a a 2 
4 1 6 
6 13 4 
20 5 L4 



















































































F a 1 a 
1 5 3 323 • 
O. S670E-05 









THE PSD VALUES 
a 0 0 
4 9 4 
8 27 5 
48 35 46 














































































RECORO a5, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
 
FLIGHT 1 1 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 0 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = O.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 86, ITEM S W 1 2 3 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 81, ITEM S ~ 1 2 3 
FL JGHT 11, FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 6 • a a • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 



































































































~!:.ca~o 88, I TE'~ S 
" 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 1 7 , FR A~' F 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 C , RI:C CRt) L E \G T-I 1 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.26eCE C4 



































































































RECQPD BY, I TE" S \, 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 1 1 , FI:~A"'E 0; 3 3 2 2 
· 
8 
 5 , RECORD LFNGTH 1 SEC. 



































































































FLIGHT 7 1 , 




\, 1 2 3 
1 5 3 3 2 5 
O.. 26CCE 04 








THE PSO VALUES 
4 19 5 
0 2 1 
2 7 2 
10 lC 7 














































































RECORO 91, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • a a , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.1300E 04 





































































































RECORD 92, ITEM S H 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 , fRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECGRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 93, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
fLIGHT 77, fRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.1300E 04 





































































































RECORD 94, ITEM S H 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 , RECORD lENGT~ = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o • 1300E 04 





































































































RECORD 95, ITEM S H 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , RECCRD lENGT~ = 2 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
12 52 52 
2 2 9 
4 9 4 
15 11 11 













































































RECORD 96, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 3 • 
PSO VAlUF OF 1.0 = O.867DE 03 
THE PSO VALUES INTECER 
7 7 27 54 1013 241 32 
2 10 5 19 45 49 18 
a 5 13 4 6 16 6 
19 18 19 31 9 14 10 
25 26 11 31 25 32 21 







22 6 11 
50 9 14 
14 10 19 
34 37 1 
6 21 8 




































'0 0 !?'l~ ~9. ~? 
6 '~ >'qj 
11 C ~ 2~ \~ 
6 Wi 
RECORO 97, ITEM S Ii 1 2 4 
FliGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = 0.1040E 07 





































































































RECORD 98, ITEM S Ii 1 2 4 
FL IGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 .50 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 


































































































RECORD 99, ITEM S k 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 533 1 6 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 .:; 0.4160E 07 





































































































Q EC O~D 100, ITE~ S 
" 1 2 4 
FLI GHT 7 7 , FRA" F 1 5 3 l 1 9 • 0 C , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OC 1.0 = C.260CE 08 





































































































RECORD 101, I TE~ S , 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • a 5 , RECORD Lr;~GTH = 1 SEC. 









THE P SO VALUE S 
12 33 7 
0 C 5 
0 0 0 
4 0 2 













































































RECORD 102, I TFM S h 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FQAME 1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 0 , RECQRe L E"'JGTIJ 1 SEC. 































































































IQ '". e 
~~ ~~ 
'f:>. ..., ~~ 
... fi'J 
~Vl 
RECORD 103, ITEM S h 2 4 
f Ll GHT 7 1 • 
PSO VALue: OS:: 
fRA"E 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 1 1 
0.5200E Cr, 
• 0 0 • ~ECORD LE~GTH = 2 SFC. 




































































































RI=CQRO 104, I TE~ S h 2 4 
fLIGHT 7 7 • FPA,'{E 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECGRD LENGTH 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
9 10 117 
13 2 24 
0 4 a 
19 5 13 













































































RECORD 105, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 77. FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 8 .50 • RECCRD LE~GTH = 2 S EG. 
psa VALUE Of 1.0 = O.13GOE 08 





































































































R '=(O~') lOb, ITEM 5 \'I 2 4 
FLlG~T 7 7 , FttA'\E 5 3 3 2 2 
• 3 5 , RE.CCRC LEi\G"'1­ = 2 S -C. 
PSD VALUE J F 1.0 = 0.520eE 08 




































































































RECOQD 107, [TEM S W 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FO AME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , "ECCRO LE~GTH 2 SEC. 








THE DSD VALUES 
6 24 14 
2 0 2 
0 2 0 
0 0 2 













































































RECORD 108, !TE~ S w 1 2 4 
FL [GHT 7 7 , FRA~E 
P SO VALLE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
3 4 10 39 
2 0 2 4 
0 0 2 0 
2 4 1 2 
6 2 8 6 







401 96 36 69 
11 10 9 9 
3 a 0 2 
6 0 4 0 
22 7 13 16 
RECCRD LE~GTH 
16 2 4 
9 0 2 
2 0 0 
5 4 3 

















































><! G)0'1. ~~ 
~ '<I, 
,tilrr 
RECORD 109, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLI GHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD llO, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 71, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 .50 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 








THE PSD ~ALUES 
2 2 0 
13 11 2 
2 C 0 
10 17 14 













































































RECORO 111, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 11, FRAME 153 3 i 6 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 01 





































































































~ECQRQ 112, ITEv S h I 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FK A\1 E 5 3 3 I q • C C • RECCRtl lE"I:3TI-i = I SEC. 
PSO VAL U[ OF 1.0 = O.416CE 07 





































































































~ECOKU 113, ITE~ S h I 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAI~E 1 5 3 3 2 2 · 
S 5 • RECORlJ Lc"lGT!.-I 1 SEC. 

































































































~ ECOR!) 1 L4, !TE~ S h l 2 5 
FLIGHT 77. FRA~~E 1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 0 • RECORe LFNGT" 1 SEC. 


































































































RECORD 1 L5 t ITEM S .. 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • a 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUf aF 1.0 = a.2080E 05 





































































































RECORD 116, ITEM S .. 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 2 5 
9 14 24 
a 2 2 
2 4 0 













































































RECORD 117, ITEM S W 2 5 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 '8 • 5 0 • RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080 E 07 


































































































RECORD 119, ITE,Y, S N 1 2 5 
F LIceT 7 7 • FPA~C: 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • REC08t.. LENGTP = 2 SEC. 
PSG V\lUE OF 1.0 = 0.13COE 08 





































































































~EGC,O 11 0, tTE" S w 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRA"E 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • "oGCRD lE~GTh = 2 S EG. 
































































































REGOP0 120, tTEP S W 2 5 
FL tCHT 7 7 • 
P SO VALUE oC' 
FRA"E 
1. a = 
5 3 3 2 3 
C.E67CF C7 
· 
o C • RECORO lE\GTH 3 SEC. 








































































































€, ... ~~ 
RFCORD 121, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 0 • 0 C , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 





































































































REGORD 122, ITEM S ~ 1 2 6 
fl IGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 .50 , REGaRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 
I-' 
-l'­





































































































RECORD 123, ITEM S ~ 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































REcoeo 1.24, I TE Y S I> I 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FR AHF I 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 G , RECUkD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSC VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 






































































































F l I r;HT 
125, 
7 7 , 







3 2 2 • 8 5 , RECCRD LE~GTH I SEC. 
?SO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2e60E 04 
I-' 
.p-





































































































RECOPD 126, ITEM 5 W I 2 ~ 
FLIGHT 1 1 , FRA""E I 5 3 3 2 5 
• 3 0 , RECC"C LEI\CH' = I 5 EC. 
P50 VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.260DE 04 








































































































RECORD 127. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
 
flIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 • RECORe LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.5200E 02 





































































































RECORD 128, ITEM S " 1 2 6 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 129, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 C , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.l300E 04 





































































































RECORD 130, [TF" S w 1 2 
" 
FL IGHT 7 :I , FqAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 
· 
3 5 , RECCPL lEf\CH.I 2= 
 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E 04 
 





































































































RECC~D 131, [TE~ S \. 1 2 6 
FL [GHT 7 7 , FRA'-IF 5 3 3 2 4 
• 3 5 , RfoCCRD LE~GTY = 2 SEC. 








THE P so Vf\LUE S 
9 35 37 
9 2 7 
7 5 a 
Z 7 15 












































































RECORD 132, I TE t' S \. 1 2 6 
FL [GHT 7 7 , FRA,.,e 1 5 3 3 2 3 
• 0 c , RECORD LE~GTH = 3 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O. £670E C3 










































































































RECnl-lD 133, I TFM S • 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRA" E 5 3 3 1 0 
· 
C G , KEG GRD LENGTH 1 SFC. 
p SO V,\UJE JF 1.0 = O.26CCE 06 



































































































REC~RO 134, ITFM S • 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAI-1E 1 5 3 3 1 1 
· 
5 C , KECQr{D LE"GTH = 1 SoC. 









THE PSC VAL UF S 
0 3 7 
7 12 2 
0 9 2 
1 5 1 














































































F Ll GHT 
l3~, 








3 1 6 • 0 0 , REGCR~ LE~GT~ 1 SEC. 






TYE PSO VALUFS 
7 26 III 
2 2 7 
4 2 2 
0 C 0 


























































































3 1 9 .. C C , Rf:COR,j L2'l'jTIoi 1 S"C. 
PSD VALU~ ~F 1.0 = C.416CE 07 





































































































~ ECOD rJ 131, I H:;" S h 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FI? A,"'e 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 8 !> • HECCRD LENGTh 1 SEC. 








THE rSD VALUES 
19 49 18 
2 0 2 
0 2 D 
2 C 0 













































































PECDPD 1~8, lTE"4 S W 1 2 7 
•FLIGHT 7 7 
PSD VALJE OF 
FRA"E 
l.O ';: 
1 5 3 3 2 5 
0.2600= 06 






THE PSr. V.1LUES 
0 14 7 
0 ) D 
0 C 0 
D C 0 














































































C3~ ~~ g"ll ~}, 
.ECOR~ 1. 3Q, !TE~ S w 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FPAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 .00 .. R E(.QRC LF~GTP 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUo 0" 1.0 : 0.20aOE 05 





































































































RECORO 140, ITEM S W 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FP 4ME 1 5 3 3 5 • 5 0 , R<CCRO LE~GTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALIJE OF 1.0 = 0.5200 E 06 
I-' 
Vl 





































































































RECOR.O l4l t ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 77, FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 a . 5 C , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2C8CE C7 





































































































RECORD 142, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 7 7 • FRAME 5 3 3 2 2 .35 • RECCRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E 08 





































































































RECORD 143 t ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , RECGRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
7 32 21 
2 2 a 
2 a a 
0 a 2 













































































RECORD 144, ITEM S I< 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 3 • 00, RECORD LENGTH 3 SEC. 








































































































RECORO 145, ITEM S ~ 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 a .. 0 a , RECGRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
3 25 19 
3 1 3 
3 4 2 
4 6 2 














































































RECORD 146, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.'0 = 
1 5 3 3 1 1 
0.1040E 05 
3 a , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
t-' 
V1 




































































































RECOPO 147, ITEM S ~ 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 ~ 3 3 1 6 .. 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
0 4 11 
6 14 31 
6 4 17 
2 C a 

















































































P ECORfJ 148, ITE-" S h 1 2 a 
F UGHT 7 7 • FQA"'E 1 5 3 3 1 9 • 0 a • RECOR.D LEdGTH : 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 : C.4160E C7 





































































































RECORO 149, ITEM S h 1 2 8 
FUGHT 7 7 • FPA"E 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 8 5 • RECORD LENGTH 
~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4060F 07 
J-' 
\J1 





































































































RECO,O 150. ITE~ 5 w 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 77. FRA~F 1 5 3 3 2 5 
• 3 a • 
 RECORD LENGTH 1 5 EC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.4160E 
 0 7 








































































































". I •• RECORO 151. ITEM S W 1 2 8 
. , 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 I I 
, , , 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 04 
• 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 152. ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 1 1 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 sec. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 2 13 
11 30 32 
4 5 7 
2 3 5 













































































RECORD 153. ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FL I GIlT 11. FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 8 .50 , RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ;: 0.2080 E 01 





































































































KECORD 154, ITEfI S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 
PSi) VALLJt== OF 
FRA~E 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 2 2 
0.20S0E 07 
· 
3 5 • RECCRD LE'GTH = 2 SEC. 




































































































RECORD 155. ITEM 5 W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRA~E 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 ; • 
 RECORD LENGTH = 2 5FC. 








































































































RECQRn 156, ITEM 5 h 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 7 FRA"E• 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 
THF Psn VAL UE 5 
a 2 5 3 
10 11 31 126 
13 II 33 21 
4 0 6 0 
a a a 4 
5 3 3 2 3 • C C 
O.1390E 07 
INTEGFq 
12~ 2', 14 18 
1 04 189 10~ 31 
19 lJ 18 12 
a 4 6 5 
0 a 2 2 
qf:CORD LE~GTH 
4 7 7 
43 14 18 
6 11 14 
4 6 2 


















































'6 z :;o~ ~ ~'""U 
RECORD 157, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 153 3 1 0 • a G • RcCO~O LENGTH 1 SEC. 
 
P SO VALUE OF 1. a .:: O.4160E 01 





































































































RECORD 158, ITEM S ~ I 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 1 .50 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 159, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME I 5 3 3 I 6 • a a , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 ': 0.104DE 03 





































































































KECO?Q 160, IT E'" S ~ 2 9 
F LT GHT 7 7 • 
PS9 VALUf OF 
FPAM= 
1.0 = 
5 3 3 1 9 
0.4160= 03 
.00 • R[CCQO LENGTI-' = 1 HC. 
















































































































3 2 l . 8 5 • RECLRC LHGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 
r-' 
I.Jl 





































































































RECf"lIJD 162, ITE'-4 S W 1 2 q 







VALLE OF 1.0 = 
THE P SD VALUFS 
2 33 13 
2 9 2 
2 14 0 
5 1 3 















































































,0 0 '~~ 8~ .~ ~ 
'" jQ >0 ~ 
\ 
 
RECORD 163. ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 1 7 , FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 1 .00 , RECORD LENGTH ; 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 01 





































































































RECORD 164, ITEM S h 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 17, FRAME I 5 3 3 I 5 • 5 0 t RECORD LENG TH ; 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 02 
I-' 
1Jl 





































































































RECORD 165, ITEM S h 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 1 1 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH : 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 03 






































































































HeaRD 1\;6. ITEM S 
" 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 r RECORO LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2080E 03 





































































































RECORD 167, ITEM S ~ I 2 9 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME I 5 3 3 2 " • 3 5 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALue OF I.ra = 0.2e80E 03 
I-' 
U1 





































































































RECORD 168, ITEM S W I 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
I 5 3 3 2 3 
0.1390E 03 
INT EGER 









































































































RECORO 1b9, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLl GHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 0 • 0 0 , REtORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E 05 





































































































RECORD t 70, IT EI~ S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECnRD 171, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 77, FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 C • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 172 r IT EM S H 1 3 0 
FL I GHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 9 .00 r RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.416DE 01 





































































































RECORD 113 , ITEM S W I 3 0 
FLIGHT 1 7 , FRAME I 5 3 3 2 2 .85 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 174. ITEM S 
"
I 
 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 FRAME• 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
TH\! PSO VALUE S 
0 0 11 4 
2 3 2 7 
4 0 0 a 
0 a 2 3 
a 0 a a 
I 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 
D.H6aE 07 
INTEGER 
72 54 24 
2 28 11 
2 2 0 
a a 1 








46 19 6 
7 0 3 
2 0 0 
2 a 0 























































RECORf\ 175, ITEM S k 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 533 1 1 • 0 C • HECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 05 






































































































PECORO 116, ITEM S k 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 .. 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC • 








THE PSO VALUFS 
5 0 67 
12 12 11 
2 2 2 
0 2 0 













































































RECORD 177, ITEM S k 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECCRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:; O.2080E 07 
































































































QEC'J'<.i) l7S, I TE "\ S 1
" 
3 C 
~ LIGHT 7 7 • 
·SO VALU, OF 
Fq,A~E 
1.0 ~ 
1 5 3 3 2 2 
0.2080 F C7 
• 3 5 • P ECaR~ L E:-:r;TH 2 SEC .. 





































































































RFCORO 179, [TE" 5 
" 
3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 
psn VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 2 '. 
0 .. 20801: 07 
• 3 5 • RECORC LENGT~ = 2 SEC. 
t-' 
0'\ 





THE PSO VALUFS 
9 35 12 
7 2 3 
2 3 4 
2 4 5 













































































RECORD 180, ITE" S w 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRA~E 1 5 3 3 2 3 
· 
o 0 • 
 RECGRC LEf\t.;TH = 3 SEC. 







THE PSO VALUFS 
5 15 52 
6 14 20 
3 0 
0 3 11 
















































































RECORD 181 t ITEM S ~ 132 
 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 533 1 a • 0 0 t RECORD LENGT~ = 1 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = a .1040E 01 





































































































RECORD 182, ITEM S I< 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 5 0 • RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E 01 
t-' 





































































































RECORD 183, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FL IGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 t • 00. RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECOK~ 184, ITEM S 
" 
1 
 3 2 
FLrr,~T 1 1 • FQ.A,vE 5 3 3 1 9 · 
a c • RECCFC LEI\GTI­ = 1 SEC.
 
'SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.6500E 03 





































































































REcnRO 1 ~ 5 , [TE" 5 , 1 3 2 
FL [GHT 11. FP AME 1 5 3 3 2 2 
· 
8 5 • 
 REceRO LEt>.GTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































PEC~RO 1136, [TE. 5 , 1 3 2 
FL[GHT 7 7 • FRA~E 1 5 3 3 2 5 • 3 C • RoCORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
pso VAL UE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAL VI?' $ 
C.65COE 
I"!TFGEQ 







































































































£~ ~~ 2m 
REC/./RD 187, ITEM S ~ 1 3 2 
 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FRAM E 1 5 3 3 I 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC.
~ 
psn VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 00 





































































































RFCORD 186, I TE M S ~ I 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 FRAME• 
PSD VALUE of? 1.0 .= 
1 5 3 3 1 5 
0.1300E OZ 










THE PSD VALUES 
3 0 44 
14 26 10 
0 3 7 
0 6 7 



























































































3 I e • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH : 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.3250E 03 





































































































RECORO 190, ITEM S ~ I 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.3250E C3 





































































































RECORO 191, ITEM S ~ 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , ReCORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= o .3250E 03 
t-' 
0"\





































































































RECORD 192, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 3 .00 , R(~uRD LENGTH = 3 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2170E 03 

































































































RECORD 193, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 0 .00 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E 03 





































































































RECORD 194, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME I 5 3 3 1 I • 5 0 • RECGRa LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE PS D VALUES 
0 5 0 
0 2 2 
4 0 0 
a 4 4 













































































RECORa 195, ITEM S W I 3 3 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 I 6 • 00. RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSG VAlUE OF 1.0 = 0.41bOE 05 






































































































RECORQ lQo, HE"" 5 .... 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 	 FqAIAE 1 5 3 3 1 9 • a 0 • Rf.CCRO LEl\GT~ 1 SEC .. 
DS] VALUE OF 1.0 = O.. L600 c 06 




































































































RECO~O 197, ITEM S 
" 
I 3 3 
FL IGHT 77. FRA"F 1 5 3 3 2 2 
· 
8 5 • R,CCRO LENGTH = 1 
 SEe. 









































































































RECQRr 196, I TEP S 
"
I 
 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 	 FRA"'E I 5 3 3 2 5 · 








VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAL UE S 
0 3 0 
3 0 3 
a 5 0 
0 a 2 












































































!) q~ ~ Q' ~/iij 
t<: S 
RECORD 199, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 77, FRAM E 1 5 3 3 1 1 .00 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.UCOE 04 





































































































RECORO 200, ITEM S h 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 C • RECORO LENG TH = 2 SEC. 








THF PSD VALUES 
2 a 15 
14 25 37 
4 a 13 
4 4 5 













































































RECORD 201, ITEM S ~ 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 77, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 , RECCRe LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.l300E 06 






































































































RECORD 202, t TE M S , 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
FR .... t~E 
1.0 = 
1 S 3 3 2 7 
C.52CO;: C6 
• 3 5 . ~ E.CeR;) LE~:GTH = 2 S'C. 




































































































P ECQoO lO3, ITEM S 
" 
1 3 3 
FLICHT 7 7 • 
PSO VALUS:: OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 2 4 
O.. 1300F 06 
· 
3 5 R (CORC L ENGT" 2 SEC. 
J-' 





THE P$D vALUES 
8 34 9 
25 1 1 9 

















































































RECCq,D 204, tTEt-' S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAXE 1 5 3 3 2 3 
· 
0 0 • R.CCRD LE~GTH 3 5 EC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.3470E 06 






































































































RECORD 205, ITEM S H 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 77, 
PSG VALUE OF 
FRAME 
l.O = 
1 5 3 3 I 0 
0.1040E 03 
• 00, RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 206, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 77, 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 1 1 
0.I040E 03 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 0 0 
0 2 20 
5 3 4 
6 20 4 













































































RECORO 207, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FL IGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 6 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 05 





































































































RECORD 208, ITEM S ~ I 3 4 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME I 5 3 3 1 9 • a a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE Cf 1.0 = o. Z600E 06 





































































































RECORD 209, I TE~ S W I 3 4 
FL IGHT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 8 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 2 
3 5 60 
9 26 15 
6 0 7 













































































RECOPO 210, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 77. FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 2 4 
2 4 4 10 
9 4 7 2 
15 38 17 
0 '" 2 0 0 
h 3 4 
1 5 3 3 2 5 • 
0.2600E 06 
I~TEGFR 
17 16 7 
3 69 22 
9 17 0 
0 10 14 
2 2 2 







6 0 3 
9 3 2 
59 11 1 
3 0 7 





















































RECORO 211, ITEM S h 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1 .. 0 -= O. 2C 80E 03 






































































































RECORD 212, ITEM S h 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 17, FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 sec. 








THE PSD VALues 
a 1 11 
6 17 49 
12 17 46 
4 , 9 4 













































































RECORD 213, iTEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 50. RECORO LE~GTH = 2 5 Ee. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E 06 






































































































p !;CrRO 714, ITE'1 S ~ 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FP AUE 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • RECCI<O LEt,GT~ 2 SEC .. 
PS~ VHUE OF 1.0 = 0.130CE 06 




































































































RECnqo 2l5, IT E" 5 w 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 77. FRAMF 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • RECCRD LENGTH 2 SEC. 









THE pso VALUES 
,2 2 
14 1 6 
26 7 19 
15 30 42 













































































QECORD 216, I TE" S ~ 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 7 7 • F~AYE 1 5 3 3 2 3 • G C • R E:COR0 LENG TH 3 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1 .. 0 -= C.E67C[ C5 



































































































RECORO 1. ITEM A W 0 a 1 
FLIGHT 7 B • FRAMF 1 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH: 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = a .2080E- 03 





































































































RFCORO 2. ITEM A W a a 1 
FLIGHT 7 B • FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 6 0 , RECORe LENGTH: 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 3, ITEH A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 5 .70 , RECORD LENGTH: 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .41bOE-01 




































































































PE~gRD 4, ITEM A w a a 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 , RECGRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-Ol 






































































































RECORD 5, ITEM A W 0 a 1 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 • 2 C r IlECORO LE~GTH 1 SEC. 









































































































RECORD 6, ITEM A H a a 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAMF 1 1 4 7 3 2 .00 • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.5200E-04 
THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 2 4 Oz 18 8 
1 4 4 9 8 21 1 12 
1 1 0 3 13 15 24 32 
7 4 6 3 6 29 17 11 
13 11 7 8 3 9 2 6 
KELORO LENGTH 
11 4 6 
1 13 1 
10 5 14 
a 15 6 





















































RECORD 7, ITEM A H 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 6 , FRAME 114 1 3 4 .80 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = O.I040E-Ol 


















































































































1 3 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-Ol 
l-' 
-.J 





































































































RECORD 9, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
fLIGHT 7 6 , fRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-Ol 






































































































"ECCRO 10. ITEM A rl 0 a 2 
FLIG~T 7 8 • fR A"1 15 1 4 7 1 7 • 2 C • 
 .... ECO?O LEt<IGTH 1 SEC .. 
P SQ VAL U~ OF 1.0 : 0.41.60::-01 
 




































































































RECORO 11, ITE>I A S a 8 
FLIGHT 7 A , FRA~E 1 1 4 7 3 2 • a 0 • HECCPD LENGTH : 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 : 0.208CE-O<; 
I-' 
..... 




































































































RECORD 12, !TE~ A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 S , FRA"'E 1 4 7 3 't 







VALUE OF 1.0 = 
TyE PS~ VALU ES 
0 c 0 
0 0 4 
3 2 14 
0 4 a 



















































































RECORD 13, I TEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E-03 





































































































RECORO 14, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 r RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-03 
I-' 
ex> 





































































































RECORD 15, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 • 2 0 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
P SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-03 





































































































RECORD 16, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLI GHT 78, 
PSD VALUE Of 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 1 4 7 3 2 
0.2080E-05 
• 0 o , ReCORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 17, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
flIGHT 18, FRAME I 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD lB, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRAME 1 1 41 3 5 • 7 C ReCURD lENG1H = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE Of 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 




































































































RECORO 19, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRA~E 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 , RECGRU LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4160E-03 





































































































RECORD 20, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































RECORD 21, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 B • FRAME 1 1 473 2 • 0 0 , ~ECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E-06 





































































































" RECORD 22, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • B 0 , RECCRD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ~ O.4160E-05 
THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 2 5 4 2 0 1 6 7 4 1 2 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 
0 0 C 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 2 3 0 2 1 0 2 3 4 
2 1 3 2 b 2 0 1 3 1 8 9 26 27 0 11 5 7 2 
0 2 2 4 4 13 4 1 2 0 2 3 4 6 3 0 2 0 5ri 
RECORO 23, ITEM A 8 a 2 0 .) 0 Ii') >jj ~~ 
F LIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 L 4 7 3 5 RECORD LENGTH ~ L SEC.• 1 0 • 
I) CS~ 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 ~~ 
f-' @"<ITHE PSO VALU ES INTEGER00 
W 
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 5 7 4 5 0 0 3 6 4 2 4 5 ~~ 
,..,t.il3 0 5 4 4 6 2 4 3 0 0 6 2 4 5 5 3 6 0 2 
4 0 C 0 0 5 2 0 0 4 0 5 7 4 2 6 1 1 2 7 ~~ 
0 11 9 6 0 2 0 6 11 0 6 3 LO 0 4 9 0 0 0 3 
5 3 4 2 4 ~ 5 4 3 1 0 2 1 2 0 D 2 2 0 0 
RECORD 24, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
~fliGHT 78. FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 C , RECCRO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= O.26QOE-04 
THE PSO ~ALUES I NTEGEI! 
2 a 0 0 a 0 1 6 L7 4 C 8 2 3 2 L2 23 3 0 6 
3 4 0 12 7 10 L07 125 5L 17 5 0 0 2 13 4 0 4 5 0 
0 2 0 a 0 0 4 2 5 0 2 2 4 12 15 28 12 17 5 7 
2 21 1 16 15 4 3 14 10 20 1 15 43 26 4 7 4 7 9 5 
5 1 7 9 0 3 2 2 4 4 10 a 2 3 5 2 2 0 0 0 
RECORD 25, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 t 4 7 3 7 • 2 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 26, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 18, FRAMF 1 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 C • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 8 5 
5 0 4 
0 0 4 
2 6 3 













































































RECORD 21, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 





































































































RECURD 28, ITEM A F 0 o 9 
F~ IGHT 78, FRAM E 1 1 4 7 3 5 • 7 0 , RECORU LENG TH ; 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL Uf Of 1.0 = O.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 29, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 a 0 
9 11 19 
3 0 0 
0 0 4 












































































RECORD 30, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 
"
7 3 7 • 2 0 , RECCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






"THE PSD VALIlES 
2 2 3 
3 13 10 
2 5 2 
2 7 0 










































































6 Ftj 1<; o C,




RECORG' 31. ITEM A F 0 1 0 
 
FLIGHT 7 a • FRA"E 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20aOE-OS 






































































































RECORD 32. ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 a • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
r.O = 
1 1 4 7 3 4 
0.4160E-05 






















































































































7 3 5 .1' , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 34, ITFM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 
• 4 0 , RECCRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :: 0.Z600E-04 





































































































RECORD 35, nEM A F 0 1 0 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 • Z 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 




THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
2 0 0 0 
1 4 9 28 
5 10 9 34 
7 2 10 4 
3 4 0 1 
RECORD 36, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF' 1.0 = 
2 0 4 
23 4 36 
10 4 9 
6 Z 4 
2 4 5 
W 1 2 3 









2 5 3 
62 17 8 
l 0 4 
6 6 16 
6 0 0 



























































































































































RECORD 37. ITEM S W I 2 3 
 
FLIGHT 78. FRAME I 4 7 3 4 • 8 0 • H~CORO LENGTH = I SEC. 
 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORD 38. ITEM S W I 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 I 4 7 3 5 • 1 C , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
\ 
0 11 0 
2 3 5 
, 2 2 2 
2 2 0 













































































RECORD 39. ITEM S k I 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME I I 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 • RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 






THE PSD VALUES 
" 4 19 ao 
2 IS 5 
6 0 I 
3 2 3 













































































RECORD 40, ITEM S ~ 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 47 3 7 • 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = a.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 41, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 8 <;> FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 a , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SFC. 










THE PSD VALUES 
a ~ 4 
4 a a 
8 3 7 
8 20 5 














































































RECORD 42, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
fliGHT 7 8 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 -= 
1 I 4 7 3 4 
0.416aE 07 






THE PSO VALUES INTEGER " 
0 ~~ ~ ~ a a 3 24 47 4 19 10 2 12 0 0 1 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 
a a 2 a a a 2 a 3 a 0 0 2 a a a 0 2 0 0 
2 a 8""c a 2 0 a a 0 2 a a 0 a 4 2 0 2 0 2 
4 9 5 6 7 4 12 20 22 a 5 2 3 a 6 1 2 2 6 3 
8 12 2 48 75 14 15 3.1 21 28 2 4 0 4 6 3 0 0 2 2 ~!
• 
RECORD 43, ITEM S ~ 1 2 4 
fLIGHT 7 8 , fRAME 1 1 4 7 3 5 .70 , RECORe LENGT~ 1 5 EC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = D.2600E 08 





































































































RECORD 44, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
fLIGHT 78, fRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSD VALUES 
1 0 8 q6 
0 0 10 1 
0 0 1 4 
4 0 2 0 
3 0 2 0 














































































FLIGHT 7 B , fRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 • 2 t • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.26CCE 08 





































































































RECOkO 46, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FL IGHT 78. FRA"'F 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 0 , REC ORO LENG TH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2080E 05 





































































































RECORO 47, ITEM S 
" 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 1 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 C , RlCURU LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
2 2 9 
2 13 43 
2 1 2 
4 3 0 













































































RECORO 48, ITEM S 2 5
"
1 
FLIGHT 78, FRA~E 1 1 4 1 3 5 • 7 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 .: o.4160F 07 
THE I ~SO VALUES IN TEGER 
a 2 7 2 9 20 6 
19 4 11 49 19 54 69 
1 2 3 0 4 16 12 
a 2 2 0 0 2 2' 








a 5 12 
61 13 37 
5 7 2 
0 0 0 





















































RECORD 49, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 6 , FRAME 1 4 7 3 6 .. 4 a t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.260CE C6 




































































































RECORD 50, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 4 7 3 7 • 2 a t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 51, ITEM S W 1 2 ~ 
FLIGHT 7 6 , FRAMIi 1 1 4 7 3 2 .. 0 a , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 02 





































































































RECORD 52, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
flIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 0 , HcaRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 





































































































RECORD 53, ITEM S W 2 6 
fLIGHT 78, fRAME 1 1 4 1 3 5 • 7 a t RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 
I-' 











































































































I I '~"'J 






VALUE OF 1.0 -= 
THE PSO VALUES 
0 1 64 
2 12 4 
4 0 2 
0 2 4 
















































































RECORD 55, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 .20 • RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
ps5 VALUE DF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORO 56, ITEM S W 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 2 • a 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUFS 
0 6 12 
1 2 8 
12 18 17 
56 105 74 













































































RECORD 57, JTE~ S k 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 "j 4 • 8 C , RECORU LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 56. ITEM 5 ~ 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 76. FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 5 • 1 0 • /{EeORO LENGTH 1= SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 





































































































RECORD 59. ITEM 5 W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 1 6 • 
() 
PSD VALUF OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
114 7 3 6 
0.2600E 06 
• 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
I-' 
'-0 





































































































RECORD 60. ITEM 5 
FLIGHT 7 6 • FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
~ 1 2 1 
1 1 4 7 3 7 
0.4160E 07 
INTE~ER 









































































































~ECORD 61. ITEM 5 W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 76. FRAME 1 I 4 7 3 2 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.520DE 04 





































































































RECORD 62. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 78. FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SFC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 5 32 
2 15 115 
23 22 17 
0 3 2 














































































RECORD 63, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 4 7 3 5 • lOt H~CCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.4160E 07 





































































































RECO~D 64, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAMF 1 1 473 6 • 4 0 , ~ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E 07 





































































































RECORO 65, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAMF 1 1 4 1 3 7 • 2 0 , HCVRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 5 6 
24 7 6 
11 15 32 
1 4 a 













































































RECORD 66, ITEM S W 1 l 9 
FLIGHT 1 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 1 3 2 • 0 C , RECCRU LENGTH = 2 HC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
0 11 7 
2 2 7 
22 11 9 
7 10 8 













































































RECORD 67, ITEM S ~ 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 1 3 4 • 8 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.26DOE 02 





































































































RECORD 68, ITEM S W 2 9 




P SO VALUF OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 69, ITEM S k 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 141 3 6 • 4 a t RI:CORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































PECORD 70. n FM S W 2 9 
FL IGnT 7 8 • FR A.... E 4 7 } 7 • 2 
 C , f.IECC~J LF\GTI-l 1 S I:'C. 
P SO VALUE OF 1..0 = O.416CE 03 
 






































































































RECapl) 71. !TEe S h 3 0 
FUGHT 7 8 • FRA'<E 1 4 7 3 2 • a c , RECORD LENGTI-{ = 2 SEC. 

































































































C ECOI<.O 72. I TEl" S t. 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 6 • l=RAME 4 7 j 4 • 8 0 RECUR!, LE~GT!- 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
2 c 17 
5 1 ~ 4 
1 2 U 
0 2 0 












































































"'J ~ ,~ 
>-0 G"lOz0 \"l~ 
C- .... d~ t~ 
~iil 
~ECORO 73, ITEM S h 1 3 0 
 
FLTr;HT 7 8 , FRA"AE 1 4 7 3 5 • 7 0 , KECORO LE'JGTH 1 SEC. 
 
PSO VALUE 01: 1.0 = 0.la40E 07 





































































































PECORD 74, ITEM S h 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRME 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 , RECCHO LENGTP 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 .= a.4160f 07 
N 
0 





































































































RECORD 75, ITE~ S w I 3 a 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRA~F 1 1 4 7 1 7 
• 2 0 , RECCRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.416aE 07 





































































































RECOKO 76, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 2 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 01 





































































































RECORD 77, ITEM S W I 3 2 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 a • RECGRO LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 2 17 
4 13 10 
2 0 2 
0 2 2 













































































RECORD 78, ITEM S W I 3 2 
~ 0 
~ 
Fl IGHT 7 8 , 
PSU VALUE OF 
FRAME 
l.o = 
I I 4 7 3 5 
0.41bOE 03 






























































0 a 2 a 0 4 0 0 2 a 2 4 2 0 a a a 0 0 0 
a a a 0 a 0 a a 0 2 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 a 
RECORD 79, ITEM S W 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 6 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 



































































































RECORD 80, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 
"
7 3 7 • 2 a , RECORD lENGTH = 1 SEt. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4160E 03 
N 
0 




































































































RECORD 81, ITEM S k 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 147 3 2 • 0 C , RECORU LENGTH = Z SEt. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E 04 



































































































RECORD 82, ITEM S k 1 3 3 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 4 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 






































































































FLIGHT 7 8 • 




• 1 3 3 
1 1 4 7 3 5 
0.2600E 06 


































































































FLIGHT 7 A • 




k 1 3 3 
1 1 4 7 3 6 
0.1040E 07 
































































































~.,; ~~ ~(il 
RECORD 85, ITEM S k 1 3 3 
flIGHT 7 B , FRAME 1 1 4 7 3 7 • 2 C t RI:CORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ; 0.1040E 01 
THE P,O VAL UE S I N lEGE R 
0 2 2 3 5 14 0 4 6 2 0 2 0 2 0 4 11 11 10 4 
2 0 C 0 4 3 6 44 36 15 2 6 7 10 12 9 3 0 1 2 
0 0 6 7 0 12 7 1 5 12 8 3 0 1 2 4 2 0 0 0 
0 0 5 2 2 8 0 4 0 0 4 2 2 3 0 2 1 2 0 0 
2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 o I 0 

RECQijD 1. ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 9 	 • FRAME 0 0 1 o 9 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-D3 






































































































RECORD 2. ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 9 	 • FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 0 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Op.) 1.0 = O.4160E-Ol 
N 
0 





































































































PECORO 3. I TEM A ~ 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 7 9 FRAME• 	 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAL UE S 
0 D 
4 11 6 23 
2 2 
13 12 	 6 15 
37 20 3214 
2 7 8 4 
1 0 0 1 1 0 • 
O. 4160f-D 1 
INTEGER 
5 <) 4 
72 20 12 
7 10 2 
5 0 2 








0 9 5 
12 	 2 0 
6 I6 
4 0 1 
























































RECORD 4. ITEM A \I 0'0 1 
FL IGHT 7 9 • FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 1 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 <:; 0.4160E-Ol 





































































































RECORD 5. ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 q • FRAME 1 0 0 1 o q • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
N 
0 




































































































RECORD 6. ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 0 • 3 0 • ReCORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= o .1040E-03 







































































































RECORD 7, ITEM A B 0 I 8 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRAME I 0 0 I 1 0 • 6, 0 • RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE 0 F 1.0 -= O.4160E-03 
THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 2 5 2 2 
2 3 4 2 15 38 49 48 7 6 
" 
10 2 9 12 14 8 9 0 6 
7 3 0 9 5 7 9 0 5 10 3 13 26 
"
3 0 5 6 2 0 
2 2 4 2 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 0 
" 
2 0 2 
0 2 7 5 4 3 4 10 3 9 15 3 0 2 2 0 0 2 4 
" 
RECORD 8, ITEM A S 0 1 8 
FLiGHT 7 9 • FRAME 1 0 o 1 I 1 • I 5 • RECLRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :: O.4160E-Ol 
N 
0 





































































































RECORO 9, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF l.O -= 
THE ",SO VALUES 
1 0 0 1 o 9 
O.4160E-05 	 
INTEGER 









































































































R.CORD 10, ITE'I A B 0 I 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAt-IF a a I I 0 
· 
3 C , RECuRG lE~GTH I SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.I040E-03 




































































































RECORD 11, lTE" A 8 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 7 9 • 
P SO VALU. OF 
cR A"1E 
1.0 = 
1 a 0 1 1 0 
O.4160F-03 
· 









THE PSU ~ALUE S 
0 0 0 
1 2 4 
.1 0 9 
2 1 0 











































































HeOKO 12. [TE ~ A B 0 1 9 
FL [uHT 7 9 • 
PSU VAL UE OF 
FQA"-1E 
1.0 = 
1 0 0 1 1 1 
O.. 4160c -03 
· 
1 5 , RECGRO LENGTH 1 <;EC. 



















































































































1 o g • 4 (l , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1040E-05 







































































































RECORD 14, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRA~E 1 0 0 1 1 0 • 3 0 t RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 15, I TEM A B 020 
FL IGHT 7 g • FRAME 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 
T'IE PSO VALUES 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
0.2600E-04 
INTEGER 
• 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
00 







































































































 ~~ 2$ 
RECORD 10, ITEM A B o 2 0 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME 1 o 0 1 1 1 
• 1 ~ , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.Z600E-04 






































































































RECORD 17, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME 1 0 0 1 o 9 • 4 0 • R~CDRC LENGn = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUFS 
6 14 5 
4 1 10 
2. 1 2 
8 4 14 













































































RECORD 18, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 79, FRAME 0 0 1 1 0 
• 3 0 , RECLRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600~-04 






































































































RECORD 19, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRAME 1 0 0 1 0 • 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = a .1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 20, ITEM A F a 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME 1 0 a 1 1 1 .15 , R~CORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECQRO ll. ITEM A f 0 1 0 
fLIGHT 1 9 , fRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= 
THE PSO ~ALUES 
a 0 2 0 
5 2 2 0 
2 0 2 2 
4 41 52 9 
23 3 11 15 
1 a a 1 o 9 
O.1040E-05 
INTEGER 
0 0 2 
2 2 5 
2 0 0 
25 4 14 
13 31 6 







2 3 0 
0 3 0 
0 4 0 
22 7 6 

















































"'QOz ~~ §'11 §~
, fa 
REC9j<D 22, ,IT EM A F 0 1 0 
FL I GHT 7 9 , FRA~E 1 o 0 1 0 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF ~.O = 0.4160 E-05 






































































































RECORD 23, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 79, FRAME 0 0 1 1 0 • 6 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUF~ 
a a a 
5 12 4a 
4 19 8 
2 5 2 













































































RECORD 24, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 79, FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 1 .15 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSD VALUES 
0 a 0 
4 15 26 
16 33 a 
2 C 4 
4 12 3 
INTEGFR I 
~ . 40 
61 16 132 
8 4 28 
0 4 5 


































































'{ECORD 25. I iE"1 S , 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 7 0 • FR .6,'4E 1 0 0 1 o 9 • 4 0 • "EC'J"U LEt..:GTI.l = 1 SEC .. 
P SD VALUE 0F 1.0 = 0.4160E C3 





































































































RECORD 26. I TE,~ S h 2 3 
FlIGHT 7 9 • FRAtI,E 0 0 1 L 0 • 3 0 • RoCORC LE~GT" 1 SEC. 
OS!) VALUE OF L.O = O.2000E 04 
"" i-' W 




































































































RECORO 27. IT EM S h 2 3 
FL IG~T 7 9 , FRA'-1F 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VAIUFS 
2 7 12 1'> 
0 2 3 13 
3 0 a 5 
0 2 C 4 
1 13 4 0 
I 0 C I 0 
· 
6 
0.2600 E 04 
PITEGr~ 
29 47 5 
32 17 20 
5 7 2 
5 3 5 








2 ? 12 
4 14 2 
0 0 I 
6 7 3 




















































RECOf'D 28, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
 
FLIGHT 1 9 , FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 1 • 1 5 , RECORC LENGH = 1 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 29, ITEM S W 1 2 4 




PSD VALUE 0~'1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 30, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FL IGHT 7 9 , FRAMF 1 o 0 1 1 0 • 3 C , RECGRO LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 08 




































































































RFCORO H, ITE\.I S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 9 , F~ A.lF 1 0 C 1 0 
· 
6 
 C , hECCRC U:f\GTI-' 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26001: 03 
 





































































































RECGPl.) 32, rrE:~ s w 1 2 4 
FL [OHT 7 9 , F~A~E 1 0 0 1 1 1 
· 
1 
 , , RECCR) LENCTH 1 SEC. 










TYE P SO VALUE, 
6 39 26 
2 6 9 
1 5 4 
0 2 2 













































































PECQPf) 33, I TE'" S 
FL [GHT 7 9 , FRA~E 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 
THE P SO VALUES 
2 5
" 1 
1 0 0 1 n 9 
0.4160E 05 
INTEGE~ 









































































































~'" ~~ ~t;l 
PEcnRO 













1 1 0 _ 3 C . RE;CGPll LE \G TI-I , s:::ra 
p SO VAL UE aF 1.0 : O.4160F 07 




































































































"EcnRO 35. I TEY S h 1 2 5 
FL IGHT 7 9 • FRA'1E I 0 0 1 1 a . 6 a , Rt:CORO LENGTH I SEC. 
PSD VALUE aF I.a = O.2600c oa 
N 
I-' 





































































































REcn.o 36. !TE~ S 
"
I 2 5 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRA~E 1 a 0 1 I 1 .15 • RECORD LE%TI­ = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = O.260C~ 08 






































































































RECORD 37. ITEM S , I 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FRAI.IlE 1 0 0 0 9 • 4 0 • 
 P ECORu LE"JGTY 1 sec. 
PSO VALUE oc 1.0 -= O.104CE 03 
 





































































































RECQqO 38. ITEM S , I 2 6 
Fl tr,HT 7 9 • FRAME 1 o a 1 1 0 • 3 0 • RECORD LE"ICTf-, 1 SEC .. 
PSD Vt..LUE 01= 1.0 = 0.2600= 04 
N 
I-' 





































































































RECORD 39. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 9 • FR.AME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALll ES 
0 2 7 12 
3 2 2 6 
4 1 5 4 
I 5 ? 0 
0 2 3 4 
0 0 I 0 




















2 0 0 
4 15 7 
0 2 a 
4 0 2 





















































QEcr"'D 40. I TE" S .. 1 ? 
" 
F L IG'H 7 9 FI'A .... E 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 RECCRt. LE~GTI- ~ 1 SEC.• · 1 • 
PSG VALU!: OF 1.0 -= O.?i-OOE 0'. 





































































































R EcnQO 41. ITe'" s 
" 
2 7 
•FL IGHT 7 9 
P SO VA LUE OF 
c~ A:~E 
1.0 ~ 
1 0 0 1 o 9 
O.260GE 06 
· 

































































































RECORD 42. ITE'I S 
"
1 
 2 7 
FL IGHT 7 9 • 
P so VALUE OF 
FR A'} E 
1.0 = 




3 C • 
 RoCuKO LE NG TH = 1 SFC.
 





































































































RECORO 46, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FL IGHT 1 q , FRAM E 1 0 0 1 1 0 
• 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
?SO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.1040F 01 





































































































~ FCORO 47, ITEM S h 1 2 8 




?SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 48, ITEM S k I 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME I o 0 1 1 1 • I ; , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE ?SO VALUFS 
0 1 1 
1 36 8 
0 4 0 
0 C 2 














































































RECbci' 49, I rEM S .. 1 2 9 
I I I ''1 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAMF 1 0 0 1 o 9 • 4 0 f RECORD lENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.'0 = 0.2600F 02 





































































































RECORD 50, ITEM S W 1 2 9 




PSO VALUE 01' 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 51, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME 1 a a 1 1 a • 6 0 , RECORD lENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
a 2 13 
2 2 2 
3 10 2 
7 8 3 
a 2 a 
INTEGER 











































































RECOPO 52. ITEM S k 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRA~E 1 0 0 1 I I • 1 5 , RECORO LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORD 53, ITEM S W I 3 0 
FLIGHT 79, FRAME 1 o 0 1 o 9 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 
N 
N





































































































RECORD 54, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 79, 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
L.O = 
0 0 1 I 0 
0.1040E 07 







THE PSD VALUES 
5 14 11 
2 26 10 
0 a 1 
0 0 0 



















































































FLIGHT 7 9 t
.. , 





W 1 3 a 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
0.4160E 07 































































































RECORD 56, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 79, FRAMF 1 D 0 1 1 1 .15 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 
N 
N 





































































































RECORD 57. ITEM S W 1 3 1 
FL IGHT 7 9 • FRAME 1 0 0 1 o 9 .40 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSG VALUE OF 1.0 :;: 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 55, 1 T E~ S W 3 1 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FR AI.IE 0 0 1 1 0 
· 
3 0 , R(CCRC lE~GTp = 1 SEC. 
P S;) VALUE OC: 1.0 = 0.26DOE 06 




































































































RECOHO 59, lTE~ S w 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 7 9 , FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 a 
· 
6 C , RCCGRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 2 
17 19 100 
11 30 6 
0 4 2 
















































































7 9 , 







1 1 1 
· 
1 , , r'EI..ORD LE :GTY 1 sec. 
PSO VAL UF OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 $~ 




































































































g~ ~ m. 
REC~~O 61, n EV $ w 1 3 2 
 
FLIGHT 7 q , F~ A"I e 1 o a 1 o 9 C , r{ECCRD LENGTH 1 Soc.

• 4 
P SD VALUE oJF 1.0 ~ O.'t16GE 01 




































































































RECORD 62, I TE" S ~ 3 2 
FLIGI-'T 7 9 , FR A~F 1 a 0 1 0 
• 3 C , RECLRU LE'lGTH = 1 SEC. 
P50 VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 
N 
N 





































































































R FCDe 0 63, ITEM S ~ I 3 2 
FLIGHT 79, FRAOJE 0 a 1 I 0 • 6 0 , RECGI'C LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.4160E 03 





































































































REC')RD 64, I rEM S • I 3 2 
FLJ~HT 7 0 , FQ.,1'\E I 0 0 1 I I 
· 
I 5 , :;.EC ..... :;;:O LE~'G--; 1 SEC. 
oSJ VALUE OF 1.0 = G.416C: C3 




































































































RECOQ9 65, I TE~ S h 1 3 3 




PSD VALU, OF 1.0 = 











































































































7 9 , 
ITE~ 5 
FRA'tE 
• I 3 




3 0 , PECCRO LEfl.GT~ = I SEC .. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2600E 06 




































































































RECORD 70, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
fLIGHT 79, FRAME 1 a a 1 1 a • 3 a , RECCRO LENGTH 1 SEC • 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.260aE 06 





































































































RECORD 71, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 79, FRAME 1 0 0 1 1 0 .60 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD ~ALUES 
a 0 2 
8 6 66 
2 18 2 
6 10 2 












































































RECORD 72, ITEM S h 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 7 9 , fRAME 1 0 0 1 1 .15 • RECOKU LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.lo40F 07 





































































































RECORO 1. ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 6 o • FRAME 1 1 0 2 
" 1 • 0 0 • ReCORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= o .1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 2. ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 .65 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 0 9 7 
14 7 0 6 5 2 
0 3 2 4 7 18 
15 17 8 7 17 9 
3 4 2 0 0 2 
ReCORD 3. ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 6 o • FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-02 
THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 10 2 0 3 Z 
6 0 0 0 0 4 
7 7 2 3 5 7 












5 2 2 
11 9 0 
9 0 2 
6 0 5 
Z 0 4 
RECORD LENGTH 
Q 2 0 
2 6 5 
3 0 2 
5 2 9 






























































































< l:':I ~J 




RECORD 4, ITEM A WOO 1 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 7 a , RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-02 





































































































RECORD 5, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 6 o , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 3 
16 2 12 
39 7 45 
9 14 14 













































































RECORD 6, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 6 o , FRAME 1 1 o Z 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ':: 0.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 7, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 6 o , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 I RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ... 0.4160E-03 





































































































RECORD 8, I TEM A H 0 o 2 
FLIGHT 6 o , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
0 2 0 
2 4 3 
5 5 2 
18 1 5 



















































































W o 0 
1 1 0 
2 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.26DOE-02 ~~ 









































































































RECORD 10. ITEM A W 0 0 2 
flIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-02 





































































































RECORD 11. ITEM A B 0 1 B 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 1 • 0 a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 12. ITEM A B a 1 8 
FL IGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 4 • 6 S , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 13, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 02 4 5 • 2 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 14, ITEM A B 0 1 B 
FL IGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 o 2 4 5 • 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 15, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENG TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-03 





































































































RECORO 16, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 o 2 4 1 .00 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 =­ 0.2600E-04, 





































































































RECORD 17, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SFC. 









































































































RECORD 18, ITEM A 80 1 9 
FL lGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 t RECORU LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -:: O.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 19, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 o 2 4 5 • 7 0 I RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ::; 0.4160E-03 





































































































RECORD 20, I TEM A 8 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 6 0 • FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 I RECORD LENG TH = 1 SEC. 


































































































FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. ~~ 

































































































RECORD 22, I TEM A 8 o 2 0 
FLIGHT 6 D , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-05 





































































































RECORD 23, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 



























































































RECORD 24, ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 D 245 .10 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 25, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGT~ = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 26, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , ReCORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .: 0.4160E-05 
N 
W 




































































































RECORD 27, ITEM A F 0 o 9 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 110 2 4 4 .65 RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .: 
THE PSD VALUES 
O.4160E-05 
INTEGER 








































































































q~ ~&i ~r.a 
RECORO 28, ITEM A F 0 o 9 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 o 2 4 5 • 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600£-04 





































































































RECORD 29, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
fLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORO 30, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 024 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ~ o.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 31, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1040E-05 





































































































RECORD 32, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 .5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :; 0.1040E-05 
N 
w 









































































































FL IGHT 60, FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
3 0 3 3 
2 2 0 2 
1 0 2 1 





















2 4 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
40 63 32 


















































RECORD 34, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
fL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 7 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 35, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
fliGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 36, ITEM S k 1 2 3 
fliGHT 6 D , FRAME I 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2600E 02 


































































































RECORD 37 , ITEM 5 W 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1. a = 0.1040E 03 





































































































RECORD 38, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRA~E 1 1 a 2 4 5 .. 2 0 f RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O... 4160E 03 
N 
W 







4 15 47 
4 Z 2 
0 0 0 
a 2 1 
6 4 7 




























































































VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSQ VALUE'S 
a 3 17 
a 3 0 
0 2 0 
5 2 a 

















































































RECORD 40. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 41. ITEM S k 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 241 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
14 33 96 
0 1 9 
6 4 11 
1 3 2 













































































RECORD 42. ITEM S W 2 4 
FLIGHT 6 0 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 I 024 4 
o .1040E 07 
• 6 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECO~D 43. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
flIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 





































































































RECORD 44. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 6 0 • FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 .10 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 28 35 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
2 0 0 













































































RECORO 45. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FL IGHT 60. FPAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 15, RECORD LE~G TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 08 





































































































RECORD 46, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FL IGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 .00 , RECCRC LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 47, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.26COE 06 
'"..,. 




THE PSD VALUFS 
0 2 11 
7 6 23 
9 6 6 
8 14 5 













































































RECORD 48, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 .20 , RECCRO LENGTH • 1 5 EC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040 E 07 





































































































RECORD 49, HEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 .70 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E 07 




































































































RECORD 50, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FL IGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 15, RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 a 10 
21 12 SO 
16 C 10 
1 2 0 

































































































VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
2 11 23 
0 2 2 
6 2 16 



































































3 4 4 Q 2 2 3 1 5 0 a a 1 52 2 2 1 0 3 
RECORO 52, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 .65 , RECORD LE'GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 03 





































































































RECORD 53, ITEM S k 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 








THE PSO VALUES 
0 21 56 
2 6 2 
9 3 7 
0 0 0 













































































RECORD 54, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 55, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 56, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
18 19 23 
3 0 0 
0 4 0 
0 4 2 












































































RECORO 57, ITEM S W 1 2 7 







VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
3 5 58 
3 2 4 
4 2 12 
0 7 7 
D 2 2 
0.2600 E 06 
INTEGER 
161 73 ZZ 
7 2 3 
2 1 a 
7 2 6 




































































!:) ,i=l:: ~f;l 
~!:i3 
~ ECORD 58, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 5 .. 2 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE ?SD VALUES 
4 12 10 
a 2 0 
2 0 0 
0 4 0 
















































































RECORD 59, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FR AME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 1 0 , RECGRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ':: 0.2600E 08 
N 
.p. 





































































































RECORD 60, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 .15 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 08 





































































































RECORD 61, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF L.O ': 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORD 62, ITEM S W 1 2 B 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
5 3 101 
6 3 32 
50 15 72 
6 4 10 













































































RECORO 63, ITEM S h I 2 B 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 
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~CiJ 
RECORD 64, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRA~E 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 7 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 





































































































RECOQO 65, I TE ~ S 
"
1 2 8 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORO LENG TH 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 66, ITEM S 
"
1 2 9 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 .00 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECORD 67, ITEM S ~ 1 2 9 
fLIGHT 6 a , fRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECORD 68, ITEM S k 1 2 9 
fL IGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 14 8 
0 5 4 
12 C 0 
0 2 10 













































































RECORD 69, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
fLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 I o 2 4 5 • 7 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 



































































































RECORD 70, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 !> , RECORe LE~GTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 11, ITE~ S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRA~E 1 1 0 2 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PS G VALUES 
7 8 24 
0 0 2 
0 0 6 
3 2 2 













































































RECORD 72, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.6500E 05 





































































































RECORD 73, IT EM S W 1 3 0 
FL IGHT 6 a , FRA~E 1 1 0 2 4 5 .20 , RECORe LE~GTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = a.la4aE 07 





































































































RECORD 74, ITEM S W 1 3 a 
FL IGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 5 • 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.65 DOE 07 
N 
\Jl 





































































































RECORO 75, [TEM S W 1 3 0 
FL lGHT 6 a , FRA~E 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENG TH 1 SEC. 
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RECORD 76, ITEM S I< 1 3 1 
FL IGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 1 .. 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.104CE 05 





































































































RECORD 77, ITEM S I< 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 .. 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 








THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 6 
4 5 10 
18 4 40 
16 12 8 













































































RECO_D 78, I TFM S 
"
1 3 1 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 .. 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 79, ITEM S W 1 3 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SfC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 





































































































RECORO 80, ITEM S k 1 3 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 1 o 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 
""U1 





































































































RECORO 81, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 241 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSG VALUE OF 1.0 .. O.4160E 01 
THE PSD VALUES 
' )
24, 53, 107 23 
14 3 0 1 
2,a 0 6 
1 4 4 0 













































































o ,0 ~§2, 
~ -~ lJ1. 
RECORD 82, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 60, FRA"'E 1 1 0 2 4 4 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGT~ = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 02 





































































































RECORD 83, ITEM S W I 3 2 
FLIGHT 60, FRAME 1 I 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 t RECCRD LENGTH I SEC. 

































































































RECORD 84, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRA~E 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 7 C , RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORD 85, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 . 1 5 , RECORD lE~GTH 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 03 





































































































RECORO 86, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME 1 1 a 2 4 1 .00 t RECORD lENGTH 1 SEC. 
P SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.104DE 05 
N 
\J1 





































































































RECORD 87, I TE M S ~ 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAL UE S 
0 0 2 2 
2 0 1 0 
13 13 0 5 
II 2 7
" 0 0 0 2 















6 6 6 
6 19 7 
4 6 12 
1 1 0 
















































l~ 0 'tj~ 
!~ 
eJ[:§: 
RECORD 88, rrEe 5 .. 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 60, FRA~ E 1 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 t RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
DSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26COE 06 





































































































RECO~O 89, ITEM 5 l- I 3 3 
FL IGHT 6 0 t FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 5 .70 , RECORO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORO 90 t ITEM 5 W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 





































































































FLIGHT 6 0 • 
PSD VALUE OF 




1 3 4 
1 1 0 2 4 1 
0.2600E 04 
• 0 0 • RECORD 
, 
LENGTH: 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 92. ITEM S 
" 
1 3 4 
FLIGHT 6 0 • FRAME 1 1 0 2 4 4 .65 • RECORe LENGTP 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .= 0.1040E 05 
r-.> 
\J1 





































































































RECORD 93. ITEM S W 3 4 
FLIGHT 60. FRAME 1 0 2 4 5 • 2 0 • RECCRD lE~GTH : 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 05 





































































































RECORO 94, ITEM S W I 3 4 
FLIGHT 6 a , FRAME I 0 2 4 5 • 1 0 • RECORD LENGTH = I SEC • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORO 95, ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 6 0 , FRAME 1 0 2 4 6 • 1 5 , RECGRG LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
































































































RECORD I, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
Fli GHT 7 e , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 '= 0.2600E-02 





































































































RECORD 2, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAM E 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 I RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD ~ALUES 
0 0 0 
23 14 75 
11 21 11 
5 10 12 













































































RECORD 3, ITEM A W 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 6 .55 I RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O -= O. 1040E-Q 1 





































































































RE~qRD 4. ITEM A Wa 0 I 
FL IGHT 7 B • FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • a 5 , RECCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-OI 






































































































RECORD 5. ITEM A Wa a I 
FL IGHT 7 a 
• 
PSD VAL UE on 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
I 1 4 4 5 7 
o. 4160E-O 1 









THE PSO VALUE S 
a a 4 
0 B 5 
5 a 30 
4 II 11 













































































RECORO 6. ITEM A k 0 a 1 
FliGHT 7 8 
• 
FRAME 1 1 4 4 5- 1 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.20BOE-OI 





































































































RECORO 7, ITEM A I< 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME I I 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 • RECORO LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1040E- 0 1 





































































































RECORO 8, ITEM A 
'" 
o 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 t RECORO LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 2 2 
23 19 6 
9 3 0 
18 0 18 













































































RECORD 9, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAMF 1 1 4 4 5 6 • 5 5 , RECCRD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = 0.1040E-OI 





































































































~O ~~ O~ ~~ 
.g'tl5: 
RFCORD 10. ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .05 • RECORD LENCTI< = I 5 EC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-01 





































































































RECORD 11. ITEM A W a a 2 
FLIGHT 78. 
PSD VALUE aF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 1 4 4 5 7 
o .4160E-Ol 
.65 • RECCRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
N 
'"N THF PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 
7 


































































































RECORO 12. ITEM A W a 0 2 
FL IGHT 78. FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 C , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.208CE-al 





































































































REC{ljlO 13, ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 





































































































RECORD 14, nEM A B a 1 8 
fL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • e 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE (I'J 1.0 = O.1040E-03 
N 
0\ 





































































































RECORO 15, I TE M A B a 1 8 
FLIGHT 18, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 6 • 5 5 RcCORD l ENG TH = 1 SEC. 






























































































~O ~~ ~l 
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't,q 
RECORD 16, ITEM A 6 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAM E 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 0 5 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4160E-03 





































































































RFCORD 17, ITEM A 8 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 6 5 • RECORU LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-03 
N 





































































































RECORD 18, I TEM A 6 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080F-03 





































































































RECORD 19, ITEM A 6 D I 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRA~E I I 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 r R<CORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-C4 





































































































RECORD 20, ITEM A 6 0 I 9 
FLIGHT 7 6 , FRAME I I 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 0 
0 II 15 
138 ' 6 II 
0 2 6 













































































RECO~D 21, ITFM A 6 0 I q 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 I 4 4 5 6 • 5 5 , R<CCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:= o .2600E-04 





































































































• ECORO 22 • IfFM A 8 0 1 9 
FUGHT 7 a • FRA/'1E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 : 
1 1 4 4 5 7 
o .1')'-t0=-03 
• a 5 • RECCkC LENGT~ 1 5 ~C. 





































































































RECOR~ 23. IT E" A 8 a 9 
FL IG~T 7 8 • FqAI1E 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = 
1 1 4 457 .65 
0.4160E-03 









THE PSD VALUES 
0 a a 
0 a 2 
4 44 21 
0 2 1 













































































RECORD 24. IT EM A 8 a 1 9 
FLlr.Hf 7 8 
• 
P SO VALUE OF 
FRA"F 
1.0 : 
1 4 4 5 7 
0.7080<-03 
• 4 C • REeCHO LE~GTH 2 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 25. IT EM A R 0 Z 0 
FLIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 4 4 5 4 .00 • RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2600E-04 





































































































RECORD 26. ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FL {GHT 78. FRAME 1 4 4 5 5 • e 5 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
I'-' 





































































































~ECORD 27. ITEM A 
FLIGHT 7 B FRA4E
• 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAL UE 5 
0 0 0 0 
5 2 7 0 
8 0 6 4 
10 2 10 36 
6 43 20 15 
B 0 2 0 
1 4 4 5 6 .55 
0.4160E-05 
INTEGER 
0 0 2 3 
9 3 5 5 
~ 0 0 3 
0 0 12 17 
9 6 28 24 
RECORD LENGTH 
3 0 4 
C 21 4 
0 10 2 
15 5 16 




















































RECORD 28, ITEM A B a 2 a 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 0 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF I. a = O.2600E-04 





































































































RECOPO 29, I TEM A B 0 2 0 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 6 5 • RtCORO LENGTH = I'SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E-04 
N 
0'< 





































































































RECORD 30, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
flIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECGRO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUfS 
, ' 
2 2 3 
7 6 8 
2 2 2 
21 30 5 













































































RE~,oRD 31, ITEM A F o 0 9 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • a a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O. H60E-05 






































































































RECORD 32, ITEM A F a a 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 .85 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE 6F 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
N 
'" ~





































































































RECORD 33, ITEM A F a a 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 44 5 6 .55 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEt. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 





































































































~::eOPD 34, ITFI.,. A F 0 0 9 






PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = O.26COF-04 





































































































R EeORO 35, IT E" A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRA,'F 1 4 4 5 7 
· 
6 5 , RECLRD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E-03 
N 
-...J 





































































































RECOPD 36, IT Ef.' A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAYE 1 1 4 4 5 7 
· 
4 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 2 S (C. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 -= O.5200E-04 





































































































RECORD 37, IrE~ A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAM: 1 1 4 4 5 4 
· 
o 
 0 , HECCRD lE\GTf-I 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E-05 
 




































































































RECORD 38, r T Et~ A F 0 1 a 
FL lGHr 7 8 , F~A~~F 1 1 't 4 5 5 
· 
e 5 , RECCRD LE\:;TH ~ 1 5 EC. 
PSO VA LlJ'= OF 1.0 	 = O.4160E-05 
r-.:> 	 





THE PSO ~ALUES 
0 0 0 
5 II 27 
12 3 11 















































































RECO"D 39, ITEM A F 0 1 a 
FL JGHT 7 e , FPA'., E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSC VALUFS 	 
0 0 0 0 
14 2 't 6 
13 15 32 2 /• 
4 0 2 9 
3 6 9 38 







0 2 2 
2 8 0 
13 8 0 
0 2 	 '. 	 







!.teCOPD LE' G"'I-l 
4 2 0 
1 23 3 
5 4 2 
q3 D 




















































RECORD 40, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .05 • RcCORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = O.260CE-04 





































































































RECORD 41, I TEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • {: 5 , R~CORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 : 0.2600E-04 
N 
-..s 





































































































RECORD 42, ITEM A F o 1 0 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 






THF PSO VALUES 
U 
0 2 0 
0 2 9 
25 58 53 
4 13 7 













































































RECORD 43. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78. FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • a 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.260aE 04 





































































































RECORD 44. ITEM S ~ 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 , R!:CORO LENGTH = 1 SfC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
3 15 5 
0 25 5 
2 4 2 
29 t 6 













































































RECORD 45, IT EM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAMF 1 4 4 5 6 • 5 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
































































































Ii.oi; ~ tJ 
RECORD 46, 1 2 3ITEM S " 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 0 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 47, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 4 4 5 7 .65 , REceRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
7 8 54 
6 7 4 
a 7 6 
3 30 a 













































































RECORD 48, ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 C • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.1300E 04 





































































































RI:CORD 49, I ITEM S W'l 2 4 
~LIG~T 7 8, FRAME'1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSU VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 



























2 7 0 
o 0 0 
6 9 7 



























































RECORD 50, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 144 5 5. B 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSD VALUES 
4 14 20 
2 10 2 
o 0 2 
4 0 2 












































































RECORD 51, ITEM S k 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 8, FRAME 1 14 4 5 6 • 5 5, RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSG VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160F 07 



































6I. 6 5 o 26 3 5 o 1 o o 6 o 13 7 5 o 10 18 o 8 4 32 5 5 13 9 10 14 o 6 9 19 2 o" a o 4 6 7 6 4 II 2 
17 2 15 3 7 11 o 6 5 9 4 5 7 2 9 8 2 z o 2 
RECORD 52, ITEM S W I 2 4 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 I 4 4 5 7 • 0 5 t RECCRD LENGTH = I SFC. 
P SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26CCE 08 





































































































RECDRD 53, I TE M S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAMF 1 4 4 5 7 .65 r RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E C8 
N 
-..J 





































































































RECORD 54, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 78, fRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = a.13aaE 08 





































































































RECORD 55, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRA~E 1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ':: 0.2600E 06 








































































































RECORD 56, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
h 1 2 5 
1 1 4 4 5 5 
0.2600E 06 
INTEGER 














































































































W 1 2 5 
1 1 4 4 5 6 
0.1040E 07 






































































































7 8 , 







4 5 7 .05 • RECO~D LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4160E 07 







































































































RECORD 59, ITEM 5 W I 2 5 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 I 4 4 5 7 .65 , PECCRD LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
2 2 12 
11 35 22 
2 19 2 
0 2 0 













































































RECORD 60, ITEM S II 1 2 5 
FL !GHT 78, FRAME I I 4 4 5 7 • 4 C , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 07 





































































































RECORD 61, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • a 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '= 0.1040E 03 





































































































RFCORD 62, ITEt~ S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • B 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4l60E 03 
N 
-...J 
\0 THE PSO V4LUES 
0 2 13 6 
4 0 16 3 
1 ' 9 4 0 
0 0 0 5 
2 0 2 8 
RECORD 63, ITEM S 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 
I NTEGE R 
39 37 23 
0 3 5 
0 2 2 
1 4 C 
B 2 7 
h 1 2 6 








4 2 8 
6 4 4 
0 2 0 
2 5 6 
12 4 0 























































































































































RECORO 64. ITE~ S l- I Z 6 
FLIGHT 7 a • FRA" E 1 " 4 5 7 • a 5 • RECORD LENGT~ = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = D.Z6CCE 04 





































































































RECORO 65. t TE~ 5 \. 2 6 
FL IGHT 7 8 • FRA~E 1 1 4 4 5 7 · 
6 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 








THE PSO VALUE~ 
2 3 35 
a C 14 
5 lQ a 
a 3 a 














































































RECORD 66, t TEM S 1\ 1 Z 6 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRA\1E 1 1 
" 
4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.l300E 04 








































































































7 8 , 
1 TE M S 
FRAME 
• 1 2 
4 
7 
4 <; 4 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.2600F 06 





































































































RECORD 68, ITEM S 1• 2 7 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 .85 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600f 06 
N 
00 





































































































RECORD 69, ITEM S W 127 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSU VALUES 
4 7 12 3 
12 9 10 2 
0 0 3 5 
4 0 2 0 
0 1 2 1 
1 4 4 5 6 .55 , 
0.1040E 07 
INTEGER 
132 3D 14 47 
4 0 0 2 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 2 2 a 
RECCRo LENGTH 
10 2 5 
0 0 4 
2 9 2 
1 0 4 






















































RECORD 70, IHM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 78, FRAMF 1 1 4 4 5 7 .05 
" 
RECCRD LENGTH· 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '= 0.4160E 07 





































































































RECORD 71, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .65 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 72, ITEM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 2 SEC. 





















































































































4 5 4 .00 , RECORD LENGT~ = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 






































































































RECORO 74, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
P SO VALU~ OF 1.0 '= O.2600E 06 
N 
00 




































































































RECORD 75, ITEM S ~ 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 .. 4 5 6 • 5 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E 06 



































































































RECORD 76. ITEM 5 ~ 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 1 B • FRAMF 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 0 !J , RECORU lENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
0 4 16 
2 20 34 
29 40 8 
3 0 0 














































































RECORD 77. ITEM 5 h I 2 8 
flIGHT 7 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
I I 4 4 5 7 
0.4160E 01 
• 6 5 , RECORD lENGTH 1 SEC. 
N 
00 





































































































RECORD 78. ITEM S I< 1 2 8 
FlIGHT 7 8 • FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORD lENGTH ~ 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.208DE 07 





































































































RECORD 79, ITEM S k 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 r RELORO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = D.26COE 02 





































































































RECORD 80, ITEM S k 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 t ReClJRO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 


































































































FLIGHT 7 8 , 




W 1 2 9 
1 1 4 4 5 6 
0.1040E 03 
.55 , f<ECCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 







THE PSD VALUE~ 
6 12 7 
5 12 2 
3 5 13 
2 2 3 



















































































ITEM S W 1 2 
fRAME 1 1 4 
9 
4 5 7 • 0 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = O.4160E 03 

































































































RECORD 83, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
fLIGHT 18, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .65 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE Of 
0 







THE PSD VALUES 
0 9 n 
12 5 7 
2 13 0 
J 14 0 













































































RECORD a4, ITEM S H 1 2 9 
fliGHT 7 a , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.20aOE 03 





































































































RECORD 85, IT EM S W 1 3 D 
FL IGHT 78. FRAME 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '= 0.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 86, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FL IGHT 78. FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 5 • 8 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 







THE PSO ~ALUFS 
0 0 0 34 
3 16 14 23 
1 , 3 2 0 
0 a 2 0 
3 a 2 0 
RECORD 87, ITEM S 
, 







• I 3 0 













0 5 6 
6 2 Z 
0 a a 
5 2 2 
a a 0 
















































PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = a.2600E 06 





































































































RECORD 88, ITEM S k 1 3 0 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 1 144 5 7 • 0 5 • REC ORO LE NG TH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O. 1040E 07 





































































































RECORD 89, ITEM S ~ 1 3 0 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 90, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2080E 07 





































































































REcr,o 01, I TF Y S • 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FR A"e 1 1 4 4 5 4 
• 0 0 , k.ECO:),.U LE"lr;Tu = 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF I.J = O.26COE 02 





































































































RECCt>D 92, [ TEtl 5 
" 
1 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 0 • F:;:A~E 1 4 4 5 5 • 6 5 , R,CORC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




\0 THE oSI) VALUfS l\lTEGER. 
 
0 0 9 39 
3 21 19 31 
5 6 ? 0 
I, 5 ? 4 
0 2 0 2 
RfCORD 73, IT E'i 5 
FL IGHT 7 8 , FRA"\c 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THF P5 I) VALU F, 
2 0 C 0 
3 5 4 8 
0 0 2 5 
2 0 C 0 
0 2 1 1 
6 27 9 
R 7 10 
0 4 0 
4 0 0 
2 0 2 
1 3 2
" 




22 9 4 
23 3 12 
0 Z 2 
0 0 2 













2 0 14 
6 5 11 
3 1 2 
4 2 0 
2 4 C 
RECCRD LEfl-r;TH 
4 I> 3 
3 4 3 
0 S 4 
2 0 1 

































































































RECORO 94, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 0 5 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4160E 03 
































































































RECORD 95, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
fLIGHT 78, fRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .65 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSO VALUES 
0 4 29 
1 3 8 
4 2 6 
4 Ie 0 













































































RECORD 96, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 a , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = D.2D8OE 03 





































































































RECORD 97, ITEM S H 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 B , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 4 • 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSD VALUES 
0 4 0 
20 18 10 
0 14 5 
0 4 1 













































































RECORD 98, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 78, 
t:J 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 1 4 4 5 5 
0.4160E 05 
• a 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SFC. 
N 
t--' '" 





































































































RECORD 99, I TE M S 
FL IGHT 78, FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 3 6 
2 2 2 a 
1 0 2 0 
2 2 0 0 
W 1 3 3 















0 2 3 
0 4 3 
2 10 2 
2 0 4 




















































RECORD 100, n EM S W 3 3 
 
Fl IGHT 7 8 , FR AME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .05 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 07 





































































































RECORD 101, ITEM S W 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 8 , FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 .65 , RI:CORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 102, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
fLIGHT 78, FRAME 1 1 4 4 5 7 • 4 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 00 





































































































RECORD 1, IT EM A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 7 o , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 
· 
7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0 ..2080E-03 





































































































RECORD 2, ITE~ A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT J o , FRAME I 2 4 7 o 8 • !:t 0 , RECORD LENG TH 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 3 
6 6 4 
11 0 12 
63 13 46 













































































RECORD 3, ITEM A W 0 o 1 
Fl IGHT 7 o , FRAME I 2 4 7 o 8 • 9 0 • RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 








































































































R Ec6RD 4, I TEM A W 0 o 2 
FL IGHT 7 o , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 • 7 a , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 .:; 0.2080E-03 





































































































RECORD 5, I TEM A h o 0 2 
FLIGHT 7 o • FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 9 .. 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECOR D 6, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 0' 8 • 9 0 •• RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o .4160E-Ol 





































































































RECORO 1. ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FL! GHT 7 o • FRAME 1 2 4 1 o 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH : 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = o.l300E-04 





































































































RECORD 8. ITEM A 8 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 1 o , 
, 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAMF 
l.O : 
1 2 4 1 o 8 
0.4l60E-03 


































































































FL IGHT 1 o , 




B 0 1 8 
1 2 4 7 o 8 
0.4160E-03 
• q 0 • RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 






THE PSD ~ALUES 
0 0 2 
2 2 0 
1 LO L8 
9 0 0 















































































RECORD 1.0, ITEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 .70 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= O.1300E-04 





































































































RfCORD ll, IT EM A 8 a L 9 
fLIGHT 7 0 , FRA~E 1 2 4 7 a 8 • 5 0 t RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 12, ITEM A 8 0 1 9 
fliGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 (J B • 9 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.411>0E-03 





































































































RECOR~ 13, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 70, FRAM E 1 2 4 7 o 5 • 1 C • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.5200E-06 







































































































RECORD 14, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 70, FRA~E 2 4 7 o B " 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORO 15, ITEM A B 020 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 " 9 a , RECORD LENGTP = 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALUES 
0 C 0 
4 2 8 
6 3 0 
10 51 30 














































































RECORD 16, I TEM A F o 0 9 
FL IGHT 70, 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRA~E I l 4 7 o 5 
1.0 = 0, l080E-05 
• 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = l SEC. 





































































































RECORD 17, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 70, 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 2 4 1 o 8 
0.1040E-03 

































































































RECORO 18, ITEH A F 009 
FLIGHT 7 0 , 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRMIE 
1.0 = 
1 2 4 7 o 8 
0.1040E-03 
• 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECu, n 19, IT£''''' A F 0 0 
FLIr,HT 7 0 , rRA~E 1 2 4 7 0 5 
• 7 0 , RECO~C L~j\J'7T,", 2 'FC. 
pse VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.52JOE-06 




































































































HCORD 20, ITEM A F D 1 0 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 a 8 
• 5 0 , RECCRD LE'GTe 1 SEC. 




TME PSO VALU ES 
0 0 C 0 
11 1 5 0 
19 25 18 0 
7 2 3 2 
2 19 l -6 
RECORD 21 , tTE'<l A 







F 0 0 














4 5 4 
2 4 6 
a 0 0 
6 2 :: 
























































VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALU~ S 
0 0 a 
0 2 8 
61 17 7 
0 9 8 
37 2 8 
0.26CC[-C4 
INTfGc~ 
0 0 2 
21 30 11 
2 7 J 


































































CC1f$. ~~ ~: 
RECORD 22. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 70. 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 ~ 
1 2 4 7 o 5 
0.20aOE 03 
. 7 0 • RECCRD LENGTH 2 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 23. IHM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 70. FRA~E 1 2 4 7 o 8 .50 , R~CCRD lENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUES 
1 41 36 
2 2 0 
3 2 4 
2 0 2 













































































RECORD 24. ITEM S ~ 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 70. FRAME 1 2 4 7 0' 8 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORD 25, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 .10 , RECCRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 06 





































































































RECORD 26, ITEM S ~ 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1040E 09 
W 
0 
I-' THE PSG VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 12 6 
0 0 C 0 
0 0 a 2 
0 0 a a 
2 0 C 0 
RECORD 27, ITEM S 
FL IGHT 70, FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
2 0 11 11 
a 0 a 0 
3 2 0 0 
0 0 c 0 
0 0 0 0 
24 156 loa 
2 3 0 
0 2 a 
a 2 a 
2 a 0 
\0 1 2 4 
1 2 4 7 o a • 9 
0.1040E 09 
INTEGER 
34 166 92 
4 2 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 












a 4 2 
4 0 2 
4 0 0 
2 a 2 
2 1 4 
RECORD LENGTH 
a 2 0 
2 2 0 
2 2 0 
0 0 2 



































































































RECORD 28, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 • 7 a , R~CDRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.130CE 06 





































































































RECORD 29, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 • 5 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2600E 08 
w 
0 





































































































RECORD 30, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
flIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 • 9 a , RECURD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 -= O.2600E 08 
















































































































7 a 5 .70 t HCORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUF 0 F 1.0 = D.5200E 02 






































































































RECORD 32, ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME I 2 4 7 a 8 • 5 a , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 









THE psn VALUES 
2 25 12 
4 4 1 
7 2 10 
0 0 0 













































































RECORO 33, IT EM S W 121> 
FL IGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 a 8 • 'iI a , IIECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
P SO VALUE OF 1.0 .:: 0.2600E 04 





































































































RECORQ 34, ITEM S 
" 
I 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 ~ , FR A"IE 1 2 4 7 o 5 
· 
7 0 , RECCRD LE\GTH 2 $t::C. 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = 0.1300· 06 




































































































QECQ?D 3S, ITE·~ $ 
" 
I 2 7 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRA'-1E 1 2 4 7 0 8 
· 
5 C , ~ECCRD LE~" TI4 = 1 S I:C~ 
P SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.26COE 08 
W 
0 




































































































RECORO 36, ITEM 5 
" 
1 2 7 
FL I GHT 7 0 , FR >\t<1E 2 4 7 0 8 
· 
<; c , RECORO lE',GTH 1 $;:C. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2600E C8 






































































































37, ITEM S ~ 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 .10 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1300E 06 





































































































RECORD 38, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 7 a , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 .. 5 (J , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THE P SO VALUES INTEGFR 
a 0 5 2 
15 15 q 6 
6 3 9 8 
1 a 2 0 
0 1 a 5 
RECORD 39, ITEM 5 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .= 
0 30 24 
102 130 36 
3 19 2 
2 2 2 
1 3 0 
I. 1 2 8 
1 2 4 7 o 8 .. 








4 2 3 
10 2 a 
0 2 2 
2 2 4 
2 3 0 
























































THF PSO VALUES 
2 2 5 
4 21 15 
6 0 30 
0 2 0 















































































DEC0Pi 40, TTF" 5 h 1 2 9 
FLIG~T 7 0 , FPA:'E 1 2 '. 7 0 5 
· 
7 C , '<..t:COR.D LE !GTf-I ~ 2 5:C. 
P50 VALJ' J~ 1.0 = c. 2C aOE 01 



































































































'HeQPO 41, [TEll, 5 k 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FDA)"'c 1 2 '. 7 0 8 
· 
5 
 0 , RECOR0 LENrTr ~ 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORO 42, [T E~ 5 h 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 7 0 • FRAME 1 2 4 7 0 8 · 
9 0 • REceRO LE~GTh 1 5 FC. 









































































































7 a 5 • 7 0 t RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = a .DaaE 06 






































































































RECORD 44, ITEM S ~ 1 3 a 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
0 








































































































RECORD 45, !TE~ S w 1 3 D 
FLIGHT 7 a , FRAME 1 2 4 1 o 8 • 9 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = a.4160E 07 





































































































RECORD 46, nEM S w 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 7 a , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 
· 
7 a , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.2080E 05 





































































































RECORO 47, ITEM S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 • 5 C , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
P SO VALUF OF 1.0 = O.1040E 07 
W 
0 
00 THE PSO VALUES INTEGER 
a a 3 2 
10 11 a 5 
4 3 20 18 
13 4 2 3 
0 0 2 0 
RECORD 46, ITEM S 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
6 37 43 
53 66 24 
10 35 1 
2 2 5 
0 0 0 
I< 1 3 








4 5 2 
8 3 7 
6 0 5 
2 0 7 
2 0 2 
















































0 ~ Yp" 
. ~'% '6~
Yp ... 
Po '1.' ~~ 





































































































RECORD 49, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 a 5 .10 , RECORD LFNGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE JF 1.0 = 0.2C80E 01 





































































































RECORD 50, ITEM S 
" 
3 2 
FLIGHT 7 a , FRAME 1 2 4 7 a 8 • 5 a • RECORU LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O. H60E 03 
W 
0 
'!l THF PSO VAL UE S INTEGER 
a a a 5 
B 3 8 5 
1 10 4 a 
5 a a 3 
a a a a 
RECORO 51, [TEM S 
FLIGHT 7 a , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ': 
TPE PSD VALUFS 
10 59 90 
71 64 23 
a a 4 
2 a 1 
a 2 a 
3 2
" 1 









11 l4 2 
2 0 9 
3 2 2 
a 1 4 


























































































































































52, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 • 7 a t ReCORu LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5200E 04 






































































































RECORO 53, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 7 0 , FRA~E 1 2 4 1 o 8 • 5 0 • RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE o~ 1.0 = 0.1040E 01 
w 
I-' 





































































































RECORD 54, lTFM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 10, FRAME 1 2 4 1 o 8 • 9 0 , RECuRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1040E 01 





































































































RFCORO 55. ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 5 • 7 a r RECORD LENGTf; = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE 0 F 1.0 = o.1300E 04 





































































































RECORD Sb. ITEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 70, FRAME 1 2 4 7 o 8 • 5 a • RECGRO lE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.2600E 06 
w 
I-' 





































































































RECORD 57. lT EM S 
FL IGHT 7 0 , FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
0 0 0 2 
3 4 0 6 
10 6 22 22 
41 4 8 3 
4 3 2 3 
W 1 3 4 
1 2 4 7 o 8 • 
O.2600E 06 
INTEGER 
5 1~ 17 
51 123 6 
11 4 30 
10 9 41 
3 2 2 







0 a a 
12 7 18 
4 28 22 
8 25 2 
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